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Friends remember
student's life, impact
by Seth Combs
assistant news editor
Although her life was shortlived, sophomore Dana Boone's
positive attitude will leave a lasting impression on everyone she
knew.
"She always had a smile on her

Dana Boone 1983-2003

face," Katherine Boyd, junior
from Murray and Boone's roommate, said. "She was always
cheerful and always there for people."
Boone died Sunday after suffering injuries sustained in a shooting
accident.
A resident of White College,
Boone was involved in a number
of campus organizations including
the White College Residential
College Council and Honors Society, as well as St. Leo's Newman
House and the Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity.
''She was a very outgoing individual," Don Robenson, Student
Affairs vice president, said. "She
impacted a lot of people. She was
very involved and took advantage
of her opportunities here. It is a big
loss for her family, the people she
knew here and the University."
Boone's friends have honored
het memory in many different
ways throughout the week to cope
with her death.
A memorial service was held

Monday night at St. Leo's church.
The University Bookstore donated
a banner, which students signed
during the ceremony. The banner
was presented to Boone's family
Wednesday.
The bulletin board on the sixth
floor of White College was transformed into a memonal for Boone
and covered with pictures of her
and some of her favorite things.
White College residents also
donned their residential-college
shirts Wednesday in honor of
Boone.
"It's natural for students to try
and comfort and ~upport each
other," Robertson said.
Boone's funeral was held at I 0
a.m. Wednesday in Whitesville.
The University provided flower
arrangements, but Boyd and several other students brought .something speci,il for their departed
friend.
"Some of us pitched in and
bought long-stem, purple roses to
Jay on Dana's coffin." Boyd said.
''It was her favorite flower."

Officials cut bandwidth
by Vanessa Childers
contributing writer
On-campus residents may
have t() allot more time for Web
surfing.
Internet access in the residential colleges slowed la5t week
when ResNet bandwidth was
significantly reduced.
The large amount of band·
width used in the residential col·
leges was slowing access to
University systems such as
Blackboard and PIN, said Brian
Purcell, Networking und Microcomputer Services manager.
The campus network operates
on n 20-megabit system for
Internet access, Purcell said, and
the residential colleges were
consuming on average 19 out of
the availahle 20 megabits, using
an average of 90 percent of the
available bandwidth .
Available bandwidth was
reduced to ensure that on-campus computer labs, classrooms
nnd laculty offices could access
the Internet and University sys·
terns. Purcell said.
"The exact change in ResNet
was in its connection to the campus network." Pur<:ell said. "On

February 5, RcsNct was
changed to a IO·megabit link
that will only allow ResNet to
consume on half of the available
bandwidth."
Purcell also said violations of
copyright law factored into the
decision to reduce the available
bandwidth.
Recent Jaws, instigated by the
case filed against Napstcr, made
it illegal to copy or reproduce
materials on the Internet without
the consent of the copyright
owner.
"We have been contacted several times by outside 'watchdog'
agencies that are looking for
copyright infringements," Purcell said. "This was not the only
cause for cutback, but it did contribute to it."
Janice Thomasson, chief
information officer. said University officials felt they had to
act quickly.
''When Murray State received
nohces last week from copyright
watchdogs indicating that several ResNet users were involved
in illegal distribution of sound
and motion-picture distribution,
it was necessary for the institu·
tion to move quickly to remedy

lhe situation," Thomasson said.
Although available bandwidth
for the residential colleges has
been reduced, other campus network users, such as off-campus
students and users in classrooms
and computer Jabs, should
notice an increase in speed when
logging in to University systems.
''There are several things that
ResNet users can do to help
(conserve bandwidth).'' Purcell
said. ''The biggest is to shut
down peer.to-peer fi le-sharing
utilities (such as KaZaa. Bearshare, LimeWire, Gnutella and
Morphcus), at least when (they)
are not using them."
Plans arc in motion to switch
available bandwidth back and
forth from classroom and computer labs to ResNet users based
on the time of day, and this system may be implemented by the
end of the semester.
Purcell said switching available bandwidth based on the
time of day would give classrooms, computer labs, faculty
offices and off-campus students
more bandwidth during the day
and ResNct users more in the
evenings.

DeLaughter shares experienceS
by Melissa Kilcoyne
staff writl'r
Bohby B. DeLaughter, prosecutor in the third and final trial of
Byron De La Beckwith, began
investigating a 31-ycar-old ca~e
with no file, court transcript. physical evidence or witness names.
"What really interested me,
though, was the immediate intere~t
from the public when we first
announced we were looking into
it," DeLaughter said. "I actually
had people tell me that they knew
he did it, but that's not the point. I
felt like Mississippi and myself
personally were being put to the
test.''
Currently a circuit-court judge,
DeLaughter :-.poke at the Universi·
ty about his investigations into the

1963 murder of civil-rights activist
Medgar Evers. Evers was shot in
the back at his Mississippi home
because of racial
hatred,
DeLaughter said.
DeLaughter said he began to
gather information on the case in
1989 by searching through newspaper articles for names of witnesses and successfully prosecuted
Beckwith in 1994.
The investigation and trial was
later made •nto a movie. "Ghosts
of Mississippi."
DeLaughter said he began rclnvestigating the case after seeing a
newspaper article on suspected
jury tampering m Beckwith's first
two trials, whrch ended in hung
juries.
"I just really was curious about
taking a look at it." he said.

Delaughter said if the district
attorney's office had tried Beckwith for a third time in I 964 and
failed, he could not have been
tried again bet:ause of double jeopardy.
·•one of the things that helped us
is they remanded it to the closed
files," DeLaughter said.
When look..ing for witnesses,
DeLaughter said, most were still
alive but took a long time to
locate.
"Every one of (the witnesses)
remembered everything they had
testified to a quarter-of-a-century
ago without the first note,'' he said.
After a few months of investigation. a box of crime-scene negatives were fou nd, and DeLaughter
soon found the murder weapon.
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It seems every school in a 100-mile radius closes after
a single flake falls, but not Murray State. Here's why ...
by Ada m L. Mathis
wire editor
For sophomore Melissa Hart. good grades have to be
weighed against arriving at school safely.
With Murray State's classes remaining in session
through heavy snow and ice this winter, Hart said the
half:. hour drive from Paris Landing, Tenn., has been t.oo
treacherous for her to make it to scliool on some days.
However, some of her instructors still subtract points for
her absences.
"1 can't help it," Uart said. "But 1 am not going to die
to get here."
Although the weather kept some students home, Murray State has continued to hold day classes at the main
campus.
Don Robertson, Student Affairs vice president, said
he and Provost Gary Brockway make the decision to
cancel or not cancel classes, although the University
president has ultimate authority in the decision.
Robertson said there will always be some in disagreement regardless of the decision.
" If you were to close school, there would be those
who will say you should leave it open, and if you leave
it open, there are those who say you should close it,"
Robertson said.
To make a cancellation, Robertson said a number of
different agencies are consulted, including Public Safety, the police and weather officials.
"Our sense is that, for the most part, we should be
open ... because of our large residential population,"
Robertson said.
It is not unprecedented for classes to be canceled. In
1994, the first day of spring-semester classes were postponed because of unusually bad weather.
Ernie Bailey, assistant professor of library ~>cience,
said he recalls very few occasions when classes were
canceled in recent years, although cancellations did
occur while he was a student at the University.
"It was just probably mucb more difficult for people
to get around then,'' Bailey said. " I don't think roads and
streets were as routinely cleaned off as much as they are
now."
Bailey said there was one occasion in the late 1970s
when the governor ordered people to stay off the roads
because of lhe weather. However, Constantine Curris.
University president at the time, kept the University
open and required all employees to come to work.
Robertson said students should use their own judgment in determining whether or not roads are safe.
Although this policy can conflict with instructors' atten·
dance policies and lead to unexcused absences. Robertson said faculty should be understanding.
If ~tudents are penalized for not attending classes
because of snow, Robertson said they can appeal the
decision through their department chair or college dean.
Ken Wolf, history department chair, said while some
students use the snow as an excuse, he generally
believes students when they claim to be unable to attend
class.
"If I believe them, then it is an excused absence, and I
allow them to make up their work in some form,'' Wolf
said.
Robertson also said facu lty attendance can be a problem, e~peciaJJy for students who commute to campus
only to find their clas~ canceled.
•·some of our teachers live pretty far out, and it may
be impossible for them to get here," Robertson said.
Brockway said when the University is open, faculty
members are expected to attend. If they are unable to
attend, they should contact their department chair to
arrange a substitute.
Ryan Brooks/The

New~

Cold winter weather transformed Murray State
and the s urrounding community with an
unusual amount of snow and ice.
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Corrections

In the Feb. 7 story "Revelations: African-Americans in
the Performing Arts," Karsia
Slaughter was incorrectly
identified as a graduate ~tu·
dent from Murray. Slaughter
, is from Hopkinsville.
:.: Slaughter also was incor·
~: rectly quoted in the story.
~: In the bottom-right picture
- accompanying the story, a
performer was incorrectly
identified
as
Andrea
; •
p " Reynolds.
,..

,.

••
:=Select freshmen, seniors

••

..

:=to complete surveys
Beginning next week, randomly selected freshmen and
seniors will have the chance to
share their views by completing the College Student
Report survey.
The surveys are part of the
' National Survey of Student
Engagement Project.
Information received from
•- students concerning issues
if'side and outside the classroom will help in the planning
and decision-making process
to bring about improvements
' at Murray State.
Freshmen and seniors who
receive a copy of the survey
· are urged to respond.
:
For more .information,
phone Fugen Muscio at the
Office
of
Institutional
Research at 762-3538.

· Rotary Ambassadorial
applications available
Murrily St."'te Rotary Club ·
applications for the Rotary
• Ambassadorial Scholarships
are now available in the Office
of Student Affairs in Ordway
Hall .
Applicants must have com·
pletcd at least two years of
University work and be a resident of Kentucky. Students
• from other states are encouraged to contact the locai
Rotary Club in their home·
town.
The scholarship is for the
2004-05 academic year and

fully funds students to study
abroad.
The application deadline is
Feb. 28.
For more information,
phone Don Robertson at 7626831 or Mark Malinauskas at
762-3167.

Career Services to host
Spring Career Fair
The Career Services Office
will host the Spring Career
Fair from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Wednesday in the Curris Center ballroom .
A participant listing is avail·
able on the Career Services
Web site.
Students are encouraged to
dress professionally and bring
resumes.
For more information,
phone Marlo Rhodes at 7623803.

KHEAA fonns Outreach
Advisory Committee
The Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority
(KHEAA) has formed an Out·
reach Advisory Committee to
better inform students about
higher-education opportunities and student financial aid.
The committee will meet
with KHEAA at least twice a
year to discuss ways to more
effectively deliver financialaid information to Kentucky
students and their families.
For more information about
KHEAA's programs and services, visit \\.'WW.kheaa.com.

Deadline approaches
for proposal abstracts
Murray State students, faculty and staff, as well as Murray community members, arc
invited to participate in the
second-annual Multiculturnl,
Class and Gender Studies
Conference on March 27-29 at
Murray State.
This year's theme is "Translating Values Into Action."
The conference will feature
paper presentations, performances, readings, artwork

and workshops.
Deadline for abstracts is Saturday. Proposals should be
sent to Staci Stone in the
department of English and
philosophy in Faculty Hall.
For more information,
phone Stone at 762-4717.

to not miss important mes·
sages from the Student Finan·
cia! Aid Office, the Bursar's
Office, the Registrar's Office,
Student Affairs and individ·
ual faculty members.

Youth Center director
Academic team prepares speaks to students
David Hudspath, director of
for area tournaments
the Main Street Youth Center,

The quick-recall academic
team will begin its weekly
practice this Tuesday to prepare for upcoming tournaments Feb. 28 at Transylvania
University, April12 at Somerset Community College and
April 25 at Campbellsville
University.
Openings are available for
new players, and there is no
entrance fcc or CPA requirement.
For more information,
phone Manocher Djassemi at
762·6920.

Rape Crisis Center fills
educator position
The Rape Crisis Center
recently hired Stacey Thomas
as an educator for its Murray
office.
Thomas will create and provide free educational programs to aII grade levels and
community groups in Calloway, Hickman, Fulton and
Graves counties.

Administration advises
students to ct.k e-mail
Students, faculty and staff
arc advised that Murray State
e-mail accounts are the official
means of University communication. All users have an
obligation to check their
accounts in ordt•r to stay
informed of important campus information
Effective tomorrow, all students eligible for federal aid
will receive an e-mail directing them to check the PIN system fi.lt. current disbursement
notices.
Students are advised to
check their accounts regularly

spoke to Pat McCutchen's
social-problems class earlier
this semester about ways to
assist the Youth Center and
the importance of being a
good role model for youths in
the community.
Last fall, McCutchen's
social-problems class collect·
ed and donated money to the
Youth Center.

Alexander to discuss
state budget issues
F. King Alexander will be
meeting with students, parents, educators and communi·
ty members at 4 p.m. today at
Murray High School to dis·
cuss the issue of the Kentucky
budget crisis and its effects on
public education.
The visit follows earlier
trips to Hopkinsville, Madisonville and Henderson.

Company to conduct
mobile video interviews
The Real Time Mobile Video
Interviewing Unit will be present at Murray State's Spring
Career Fair on Wednesday.
The unit will be conducting
mobile video interviewing for
the first time on any university campus in the world.
For more information, visit
www.vcrjobs.com.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Seth Combs, assistant news editor.
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.•eolice beat
Thursday, Feb. 6
12:10 a.m. A subject was r~ported
yelling obscenities at an officer
from a taxicab. Subject was apologetic upon officer arrival.
12:46 p.m. A caller reported people
throwing snowballs at students at
Hart College. A verbal warning
was given.
1:07 p.m. An officer found a stray
dog at Stewart Stadium.
4:31 p.m. A caller reported her
bedroom heater was on fire. The
Murray Fire Department was
advised.

Friday, Feb. 7
4:56 p.m. A caller advised that
pigeon control would be conducted on campus.
9:02 p.m. A caller advised that
there was no heat in Hart College.
Central Plant was advised.
11:27 p.m. Racer Patrol reported
the Franklin Col1ege call box was
not numbered .
11:29 p.m. Racer Patrol reported
the Richmond Co11ege call box was
missing one of its numbers.

Saturday, Feb. 8
12:00 p.m. A caller reported an ele·
vator was stuck on the first floor of
White College.
1:44 p.m. A caller advised that her
parking permit was stolen from
her vehicle parked behind the Cur·
ris Center.
2:54 p.m. A caller reported motorcycles around the Expo Center
were scaring horses. Subjects were
gone upon officer arrival.
3:27 p.m. A caller reported someone hit his vehicle in the Regional
Special Events Center parking lot.

Sunday, Feb. 9
10:44 a.m. An officer reported the
portable toilet at Hamilton Field
was turned over. Central Plant
was advised.
·
7:05 p.m. A resident adviser
reported subjects sliding down the
hill and hitting the side of the
building at Franklin College.
7:41 p.m. A caller reported subjects
on the footbridge were throwing

snowballs at cars.
10:19 p.m. A residence director
reported a subject on a sled hit the
side of Richmond College and
broke a window. A report was
taken.

Monday, Feb. 10
12:13 a.m. A caller advised that the
right elevator at White College was
out-of-service. Central Plant was
advised.
12:32 a.m. A caller at Regents College reported two subjects were
throwing snowballs at windows.
10:01 a.m. An individual at Public
Safety asked to speak to an officer
about stolen books.
2:51 p.m. A caller reported individuals throwing snowballs in the
Winslow Dining Hall area.

Tuesday, Feb. 11
7:02 a.m. An officer reported the
driveway near Hamilton Avenue
was slick.
2:03 p .m . A caller reported a long·
haired, white dog running loose in
the area of Sparks HalL Animal
Control was advised.
5:18 p.m. A caller reported a male
subject hit her in the face with a
snowball. An officer spoke with
the subject.
11:02 p.m. A residence director
advised that a spark and small puff
of smoke came from a breaker in
Hester College.

VVednesda~

Feb. 12

12:04 a.m. Racer Patrol advised
that a van was in the Blackburn
parking lot. A caller reported the
van appeared to have someone living in it.
12:13 a.m. A residence director
confiscated a burning candle in
Hester College.

Motorists assists - 13
Racer escorts - 13

Police Beat is compiled by Seth Combs,
assistant news editor, from materials
provided by Public Safety. All dispatched calls are twf listed.

MAX CARMAN OUTSTANDING TEACHER AWARD
For recognition of teaching excellence as evidenced by his/her effectiveness and ability to
motivate and inspire students in the classroom and outside the classroom.

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
1,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, would like to
nominate_ _ _ _ _ _ _for the award.

1. in what department does the faculty member teach?

2. Have you had them in class? If so what class?

3. Is he/she readily available for assistance outside of class?

4. What qualities do you feel this teacher has that would qualify them
for this award for outstanding classroom performance?

....

Wednesday, February 19, 2003
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

..••

..

Curris

Cent~r,

(Nominee must have four years
teaching experience at MSU)

3rd Floor

ChL·l'k the\\ l'h-.ilL' lor <t continuous listing ol parttcipa11ts ;~l
lJ 1_1 p: I [c <t 111 p u s.lllll[r<U:'S taIL' .ed u I sc rv ices L!,~i.JLL'ersL~t.·\_i"-cs( c lltTL'I'I ,!1 r I_!_Unl

Student's Signature._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Date_ __
M~or

__________________Phone_______

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

~er

~rvices
210 Ordway Hall
Murray, KY 42071
762-3735

RETURN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY NOON,
FEBRUARY 21, 2003
PLEASE USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECCESARY
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Murray takes top award at conference
by Seth Combs
as!ii<.l:lnt new:-. editor

Murray State residential colleges are the envy of Kentucky
universities.
After a yearlong wait for a second chance at the top award in the
annual Kentucky Association of
Residence Halls (KARHl Conference, Murray State received the
School of the Year Award last
weekend in Murray.
The conference is an opportunity for various Kentucky univer~i
ties and colleges to send delegates
to discuss residence· hall issues
and learn from other in~titutions'
residential :-ystems. Among the
nine Kentucky universities in
attendance were the University of
Louisville, the University of Kentucky. Northern Kentucky University and Western Kcntuck)
University.
Last year, Murray State lost a
tiebreaking vote to the University

of Louisville for the School of the
Year Award. Natalie Warford,
national communications coordinator fM the Residential College
Assodation. said last year's outcome made this year's award even
more special.
"It definitely meant a lot to all
of I he KARH team and the delepates from Murray State," Warford said. ''The School of the Year
Award is the most prestigious
award given at the conference.
We bid for it last year and did not
get it. I think it is fair to say that it
was our goal to get it. We wanted
it, we went for it and we got it."
Murray State received four
aw!lfds during the conference,
iuclla.ling
the
Philanthropic
Awurd for collecting 6R pounds of
aluminum-can tabs from the residential colleges.
Individual awards included
Outstanding Service to KARH.
awarded to Residential College
Association President Josh Rose,

and National Communications
Coordinator of the Year. awarded
to Warford.
Warford said the M urray State
delegation was not intimidated by
some of the larger institutions
represented at the conference.
''At conferences, it is bigger
schools like UK or UofL that seek
us out to find out what we are
doing differently." Warford said.
"Murray is usually a step ahead of
the other schools."
This year's awards also showcase the respect Murray State's
residential system is receiving
from around the state, said NeiJ
McMillion. assistant director of
residence education.
"These awards are voted upon
by representatives from a ll the
member institutions of KARH."
McMillion said. "By ~inning
these awards, it show!) the respect
that other state colleges and universities have for our residentialcollege program."

McMiJlion also said Murray
State's system has become a
model for other schools in Kentucky and the surrounding area.
"Other schools find (the residential system) very appealing
and like to take every opportunity
to learn as much as possible,"
McMi llion said. "This recognition
shows the success we have had
with our residential colleges. . ..
There are many schools all over
the region trying to begin their
own residential-college concept.
They look at Murray State as a
model by which to follow."
Both Warford and McMillion
said they are confident about the
future of Murray State's residential-college program.
" I am very confident,'' Warford
said. "The key will be if the students will remain interested in
conferences like this."
McMillion agreed and said he
will continue working to improve
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Journalism and mass communications professors Robert
McGaughey and Rober t Valentine perfor m a comedy .skit for
students at the KARH Conference on Feb. 7 in the Curri• Center.
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Graduation packets arrive late
Our View
ISSUE:

What is your favorite
romantic movie? Why?

Students take
issue with the
Registrar's
Office because
of late graduation packers.
POSITION:

"'Maid in
Manhattan.'
J. Lo is in it, and
she's hot."

The Registrar's
Office could
use more

employees, but
students need
to do their part
to streamline
the process.

MarLin Son
freshman. 88nton

" 'Pretty Woman.'
The man is very
handsome, and
the story is very
romantic."
Chung- Bock Park
}utlkx. Koru

Graduation approaches and students art:
nervous - but not about grades. Many stu·
dents fear that when their graduation packets
are returned, they will be required to take
extra hours of which they were not aware.
Time and again, students have received
graduation packets after the drop/add date
and discovered they need three more hours to
be eligible for graduation.
When asked about the source of the problem, Registrar Donna Harris said part of it is
that employees in her office have many tasks
to perform - only one of which is dealing
with student paperwork.
However, Harris did emphasize that there
is one major factor affecting students and
discrepancies with graduation packets: students do not consult advisers before registering for classes and submitting graduation
packets.
Many :;tudents do not fully understand
their map reports and, instead of seeking
advice from designated advisers, simply ~g 
ister for classes. This can be detrimental
when students overlook courses they need to
graduate. Harris said students often sign
graduation packets without understanding
exactly what they are signing. Later, students
wonder why they need to take a course when
they thought they had completed their
requirements.
We have an imperfect system in Sparks
Hall. The employees are doing their best to
process student paperwork as quickly and as
accurately as possible, but they need students' help. Visit your adviser regularly
throughout your college career, especially at
registration time. and most especially when

you arc ready to graduate. This will make it
easier for the employees to process your
paperwork correctly and return it jn a timely
manner.
Of course, with an imperfect system, there
will be errors . If you have problems your
adviser cannnt nssist with, or if you feel you
have bc:en treated unfairly when it comes to
courses and credits, phone or visit Harris'
office.
Despite the possible budget crisis, the
administration should consider allocating
more employees and/or facilities to the Registrar's Office. If the administration is
unwilling or unable to provide more employ-

•

w

ees, then do the next best thing - extend
deadlines for dropping and adding classes.
This will gi'!e students the time needed to
rework schedules if extra hours are needed.
We urge students to simplify the process.
Don't wait until the middle of your last •
semester to discover you need three extra •
hours to graduate.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of "The Murray State
News. " The editorial board i.\· composed of
all section editors.
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Alabama.'
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justin Jones
sophomore, Murray
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Seth Frank

Huuaaa, ninjas!
Well. there you have it. the new
intro for this column, at least according to the results of the online poll at
www.msuraccrs.com. Democracy at
its finest, folks. On second thought,
perhaps I will run this column like a
dictatorship; no more of this "letting
the people decide" hoosafudge. The
only changes that will be made from
this day forward will be those that I,
Fidel Gib~on, declare. Well, those
that I declare, as well as my editor in
chief. the opinion editor, the copy
editors and pretty much anyone else
who can edit my column.
OK. so enough of that. I am faced
with a serious dilemma, and I need to
share it with you all because it affects
all of you who read this column (and
those of you who use it to line the
bottom of your hamster cages. light
fires. etc.). Recently I found out that
I am no longer an employee of the
University. Because of this lack of
employment status, I will no longer
bo getting paid for this column. Now,
this termination was caused by completely legit reasons. It's not like I
was smoking crack or bac;hing the
administration or anything, so I have
no hard feelings.
Folks, let there be no doubt about
it. This lack of income will result in
some major changes for ''On the
John." Time is money, and no longer
will 1 be able to devote as much time
to writing this column as 1 have in
the pa.-;t. A severe cutback in the
word count is inevitable. and pointless intros and bad jokes are going to
have tn be kept at an all-time minimum. My figures are showing that an
estimated 15 prepositions and indefinite articles will lose their jobs with
this column's current economic crisis.
So. perhaps with that last line. I am
straying away from the whole "bad
jokes are going to have to be kept at
an all-time minimum" idea. However, these cutbacks also could result in
the elimination of such quaint Gib-

Murray State
offers student
room to grow

son phrases as "blah blah bl;~h Totino's Party Pi:nas blah blah" and
"yadda yadda yaddn (insert self-deprecatory humor here) yadda yadda."
The possible cutting of "Howdy,
folks" could not have come at a better time. I am even considering
changing the name from "On lhe
John" to "OTJ" in order to be more
cost-efficient, and the company bigwigs have discussed plans to Photoshop in a lillie spare-change cup into
my mug shot to drive the message
home.
I have a feeling that because of this
recent tum of events, I \\ill now be
featured on a VH I "Behind the
Music" episode. It will depict huw.
while being paid for my column, I
was able to lead a life of luxury. able
to afford four party pinus a night
while sipping on the finest of Coca
Cola products. Of course. with some
ominous music playing in the background, and possibly with the graphic of u keyboard falling to the ground
and breaking in slow motion. viewers will learn of how my lite quickly
went to shambles because of my lack
of a University paycheck. It will rank
up there with the most depres!>ing of
"Behind the Music" episodes, like
the one about MC Hummer. Poor
man and his parachute pant:.. he just
wanted to dance and rap nod not be
touched.
Anyway. the worst thing about
these financial woe:-. is ho\\ they are
going to affect my Valentine's Day
plans. I am not going to be able to
afford my usual evening of renting
and watching all the "Oelt<t Force"
movies while eating chil:ken-noodle
soup. This is a tragedy because noth·
ing says "Happy Valentine's Day!"
like: the butt-kicking unties of Chuck
Norris und some o;outhing chickennoodle soup.
Can anybody ~;pure some d1ange?
Anybody?

Since I have been a student at Murray
State, I have come to think of Murray as a
second home. Now, that is endangered.
l am one of many students who rdies on
scholarships, financial aid, student
employment and the regional discount
from Murray State. Without -these fonm
of aid, I probably would be going to a col·
lege in my home state of Indiana or not at
all.
If the Kentucky budget downsizes education spending, then next year's tuition
may go up. lf that happens, scholarships,
programs and studc:nt employment could
be cut. What will happen to student'> if
these are cut? Some friends of mine who
nlso are on scholarship or have regional
discounts say that if these are taken away,
they will have to go to C~lllege in their
home states or quit entirely.
Transferring to a different college
would be like starting over again- having
to make up credits that don't transfer.
meeting new people and figuring out the
ropes of a whole new campus. Personally.
I would rather stay here than go to a
school in Indiana. I have met many people
and have some great friends from different places. I am involved with intramural
basketball and volunteer at WKMS. It's
great!
The members of my family wanted me
to come to Murray State instead of staying
in Indiana because they fdt if I stayed, 1
would want to come home all the time.
They were pr~lbably right. With home
three hours away, I have become even
more independent, and I thank my family
for this.
I am glad I came here, and I am not
about to leave now. As far as I am con·
cemed, Murray State is stuck with me for
at least three more years. I hope everyone
has signed the Jetter SGA distributed on
campus. If we all pull together, maybe we
can hold tuition down and keep programs
and students here at Murray State.

Jolm Gibson is a coilmmiJt for "The
Murray State News. "

Janet Robb is a freshman 11rint journalism
major from New Harmony, Ind.
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Story gives wrong impression;
Gloria's in good financial state
To the Editor:
After reading last week's article regarding the reasons that Gloria's World Village (my business) was relocating. J felt I
needed to elaborate un a few statements.
The t'a(:ts in the article wc:re basically
true. blll the emphasis wns in the wrong
area, resulting in a distorted picture of our
financial situation and renson for relocating. Our financial problems are because
of something good. not bad. We are
pleased that business is good - that we do
not have enough space or wbles inside
and that our parking i~ not adequate.
Gloria's World Village Foods opened
in August of 1998. Immediately. our
unique market grew in product variety.

popularity and profit. Busines:. owner-.
realize that most profit must go bnck into
the business during the first several years.
The first four years can be the toughe~t.
We have passed that four-year mark und
are now ready to become eMablished - in
a permanent place. in a good location,
with plenty of room to grow. One of our
goals was to be able to own our own busi ·
ness, nut to lease.
Many residents and Murray State stu dents are surprised to learn that nonstudents are our main source of revenue. The
average sales from nonstudent customers
are greater than those of our Murray State
customers. Because of the shortage in
store space and parking. we lose many
customers and sales. For the amount of
hours my husband and I work. we cmtld
generate almost the same amount of labor.
but make more profit, by increasing our
number of customers. We ha'e reached

our saturation point at our present loca·
tion: it would be hard to produce more
sale~ than we presently are.
What l am trying to say is that \\hat
Gloria's World Foods is experiencing is
good. We have outgrown our present
location aml are ready to continue our
plan-. for a great future. Mr. Dinh has
plnns for this building. and we have plans
for another building. We will keep most
of our customers. Those students and faculty who walk over between classes will
visit with us at another time. We will gain
mort: customers than we will lose.
We love being a part of the University
selling. The students and faculty are like
family to us. We wish we could have
found n place closer to Murray State, but
there is nothing available that suits our
needs. The building we hope to buy is not
within walking distance to Murray State,
but it is still nn excellent location. We are

hoping to relocate in May, but that is
probably too soon . We have many exciting plans for expansion that will be great
for the \\hole community. To make a long
story ~hort, our financial problem i!-. not a
bad problem, but a good problem.
Stuart and Gloria Shull
Gloria'o; World Village Foods

'1'he Murray Stute News" welcomes ,
commentaries and letters to the editor.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer and
must be signed. Contributors should
include addresses and phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown~
classification, title or relationship to the
University. "The Murray State News··
reserves the right to edit for style, length
'and content.
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Bloodshed
further aids
bin Laden
Last week, I talked about the Iran-Iraq war
and how some countries decided to take
advantage of the war by selling products and
profiting from it. This week I've had some
requests to continue and complete the history
after the war. However. an incident occurred
this week that made me change my mind and
take a different course. The incident, which
I'm sure you're familiar with, is the new bin
Laden audiotape sent to the AI-Jazeera Network.
AI-Jazeera is the Arabic equivalent of CNN
for anyone who speaks the Arabic Language.
All the Osama bin Laden videocassettes you
hear or see on CNN or Fox are Al-Jazeera
exclusives. Bin Laden sends his tapes to this
network in order to "keep in contact" with the
world. This does not mean AJ-Jazeera is in
anyway associated with terrorist groups, but
you may think of it as the closest source to the
truth in Middle Eastern media in general. His
tapes are run without editing and without interruption. Comments that come
from the network related to
bin Laden are restricted to
fact~ and repetition of what
was said in the form of
quotes. This way. meaning
can not be changed. Sometimes the medium in which
information is communicated is just as important as
the information
itself,
which is why I went ahead
and eltplained what the AlJazeera network is all
about.
I am privileged and lucky
to have been born in Egypt,
brought up in both Egypt
and the United Kingdom
and then moved to the
United States. I believe I
am lucky because I am
capable of bringing in several perspectives on most
situations to formulate an
opinion. I also believe I am lucky because I
can understand both Arabic and English. I
will use this slight advantage and try to
explain the main points of bin Laden's new
recording.
He started with the regular introductions
and read some scripture from the Koran to
remind listeners that he's a "man of religion,"
as he has put it in other recordings. His first
subject was the "corrupt" governments of t:Jle
Arab world; he called all Muslims to rise
against the corrupt governments and start a
"revolution" in which all "Western influence"
could be removed and any "Western ways"
demolished.
He asked all Muslims to fight the United
States and unite under one flag so that "the
war could be won." He talked about the United States media and warned "against the
demoralization of the strong lies and deceit of
the infidels." He said that although Saddam's
secular government is one that will "go to the
deepest fires of hell," Muslims should not be
dying; he urged all Muslims (1 billion) to
unite in "taking arms against the Western crusaders."
Finally he went on to give the Iraqis some
advice and asked them to build as many
underground tunnels as possible, giving
examples of where he and his followers were
able to survive for months under the protection of the soil.
The recording seemed to hint that it is legitimate, but he did sound either very tired or
dying. He is certainly succeeding in achieving
his goals, and every human on the planet is
helping him.
That goal is to have as much bloodshed as
possible.

Oil not primary reason for war
1 realize that many of us as of late have
been respondmg with different opinions
about the possible war with Iraq. Some people will get ahead of themselves and assume
that anyone who supports taking action in
Iraq must do so because of greed or other
selfish reasons.
A common theme among anti-war opinions is that the United States is motivated by
Iraq's oil resources. If this is the case. why
doesn't the United States invade Venezuela
and depose Hugo Chavez'! Quite simply,
Chavez does not pose as much of a threat to
his own people and the rest of the world as
Saddam Hussein. Oil is merely a bonus to
invading and liberating Iraq.
For the sake of argument. let's say that
the United Stutes' sole purpose in this
whole conflict is to acquire Iraq's oil
reserves. What would be the best way for u s
to go about attaining that goal? For one. we
could lift our sanctions and stop insisting on
"regime change." I think if we did this. Hussein would surely be willing to provide u.;

with oil since his cash-strapped nation is in
dire need of re..,enue. Wouldn't this
approach be a better alternative than a fullHedged war?
Along with war comes many possible
ramifications. Just to list a few. the possibility of damaging to Iraqi oil fields, political
instablltty or even civil war. It would be a
simpler plan just to tum a blind eye to Hussein's corrupt regime than to go to the trouble of war just to acquire oil.
Hasn' t Saddam had this oil since the end
of the Gulf War back in 1991 '? If so, then
why haven't we gone charging in to get it
sometime during the past 12 years? If oil is
our main interest in this war, then why are
we just now urging action to get it?
Could it be that we are more concerned
about something else? Could it be something greater :.uch as Iraqi sponsorship of
terrorism on its own people and Iraq's threat
to our own homeland '\ecurity?
The fat•t is thio; contlict with Iraq is not
about oil. It's about protecting our freedom

and keeping our country safe from any
future catastrophic terrorist attacks. Hussein's determination to build chemical, biological and nuclear weapons that endanger
American and other lives throughout the
world should not be tolerated.
Hussein's regime is an acknowledged
enemy of the United States. During the past
few years. it has spent billions working to
develop chemical, biological and nuclear
weapons. It has invaded and attempted to
conquer its neighbors. It openly and proudly provides funding for terrorists to bomb
civilians in Israel. After being defeated in a
war by the United States. it promised to give
up weapons of mass destruction. Here it is
12 years later, and they still possess these
wenpens along with a threat to attack.
Hussein has broken promises in the past.
The time for action is here. Why should we
keep stalling and trust his antics now?

In My
Opinion

Gareth
Turner

Gareth Tumu is a graduate studem from
Millington. Tenn.
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Student expresses Valentine's Day sentiments
In My
Opinion

Travis
Tandy

" Remember,
you must follow your
heart even
though you
don't like
where it is
leading you.
Life is not a
race, but a
journey to be
savored each
step of the
way."

"If you love something. sci it free. If it days of your life. Don't give up when you still
returns, it' s yours: if it doesn ' t, it never was.'' • h.ave something to give. Just because you
We all go through life worrdering what this might ha,·e thought you were in love doesn't
thing called ''love·• is. Is it the way Someone mean you really were. Nothing is really over
says your name'! The soft touch of his or her until the moment you stop trying.
hand or the chilling feeling that goes up and
Don't be afraid to admit you are less than
down your back when he or :-;he says your perfect.
name'! Is it the few minutes that :.eem to last
forever when· you're around him or her') l
know some of you reading this are going to
disagree, and if you do. that is fine. Everyone .
has his or her own opinions, and l respect
that. But foliO\\ me for no\\ and then
make your decisions after you read this
comme::ntary.
Imagine life ns a game in which
you ure juggling five balls in the air.
The balls you' re juggling are work,
family. health, friends and spirit.
As we all know. it's hard to keep all
of these balls in the air. Each ball is
different, and you will soon understand that work is the rubber ball.
The other four are made of glass.
Jf you drop the rubber ball, it will
bounce back, but if you drop the others, they will be irrevocably scuffed,
marked. nicked, damaged or even
shattered. If they are dropped. they
will never be the same. You must
understand this nnd strive for balance in your life. How? Don't
undermine your worth by comparing
yourself to others. It is because we are
different that each of us is spec ial.
Don't let your goals be determined
by what other people deem important.
Only you know Y..hat is best for you .
• Don't take for granted those things that
are close to your heart. Hold those valuc.s
close to your heart because that is what
makes up you. Without them, life is meaningles~ .

Abdulla El-bannan is a columnist for "The
Murray State News."

Don't let your life slip through your tinge~
by livmg in the past or for the future . By living your life one duy at u time. you Jive all the

It's a fragile thread that binds us together.
Don't be afraid to take risks. By taking
chances, we learn how to be brave. Don't shut
love out of your life by saying it's impossible
to find time. The quickest way to receive love
is to give it. The fastest way to lose love is to
hold it too tightly. and the best way to
keep love is to give it wings. Also
remember what I said in the
beginning. If you do not
remember it, then go back and
read it again.
Don't run through life so
fast that you forget not
only where you have
been, but also where you
are going. Sometimes
the person we should
Jove is the one standing right in front of
our f<tces, and we
don't even notice.
Don't forget a person's greatest emotional need is to feel
appreciated.
Don't be afraid to learn.
We learn something from
every relationship we
have.
Knowledge
is
weightless, a treasure you
can always carry easily.
Please don't use time or
work carelessly. Neither can
be retrieved.
Remember, you must follow
your heart even though you
don't like where it is leading you.
Life is not a race. but a journey to
be savored each step of the way.
"Yesterday is history, tomorrow is
mystery and today is a gift: That's
why we call it the present.''

Travis Tandy is a graduate student from Owe11sboro.

Television jinx proves toughest opponent for Racer basketball team
In My
Opinion

Charles
Taylor

"These are the times that try men's souls." For
the past couple weeks. it seems students have read
about the harsher realities of life - mnmly war,
politics and the drunken slobs from Police Beat.
Respective writers from "The News" all were
quick to give their opinions, and the general consensus appears to be that we will destroy the world
(very soon), lose our jobs, pay more for school
("Who cares!" says this graduate) and be perfectly miserable. In short. the proverbial excrement is
on the verge of hitting the fan .
Well, now is the perfect time to resolve some
deep questions about life on this planet (before it
blows up). Some of these include: Who won the
Cy Young Award in 1979? Can rabbits and cats
really interbreed? And, most importantly. why do
they call it a "flying V" when it looks more like a
check mark? Luckily. I already know the answer
to these questions (who could forget Mike Flanagan's 23-win season for the Orioles?). so I have
one more for you: Why can't our beloved men's

basketball team win a rcgulnr-season, televised
game?
The "TV jinx" is no stranger to this Racer fun .
The tirst time I recall it rearing its ugly head was
during the 1996-97 season. We were undefeated
going into Winter Break and had o ne of our best
teams ever. On our schedule:: was tht> Maui Invita·
tiona) (or was it the San Juan Shootoul'?) Christmas tournament. and our first opponent wns
nationally ranked Michigan. Hoop cnthusia!>tS
back home were ecstatic about the pro~pect of
beating a top school. and the game was even on
ESPN! A top-25 ranking was just urouni.lth~ corner. However, our hopes were quickly dashed as
Robert ..Tractor" Traylor and the Wolverines
plowed (pun intended) over the haple::.s Racers.
Anyone familiar with the great Racer team
knows the rest of the story. We came hack the next
day to bloY. out Arkansas and eventually beat
Iowa State in overtime to place third in the tournament. What was the difference between our per-

formance against Michigan and those latter tournament games? This round-ball fan believes it was
the television camera. A few weeks after the tournament. my fears were confirmed when we lost
our selond televi~ed game, this time to an Ohio
Valley Conference opponent. So far during that
season, we had not lost a game that wasn't on television (I might be wrong on this- it's hard to find
records for past seasons - but l do know we lost
both of those TV games).
Since that season, I could give numerous exampb of the Racers dropping games (many of
which we should have won) on the tube. To be
fair. I will specify that this is usually a regular-season phenomenon because we most certainly perform well an the OVC Championship (which is
always on ESPN or ESPN2). So far this season.
we are 0 · 3 on ESPN2 and Fox Sports Net, respectively. Why did we drop both games again~t
Austin Peay for the first time since the Stone Age?
HoY. could Tennessee Tech gain a 17-point

advantage in the first half while facing a superior
Racer squad? I'm telling you. it was the television!
The TV jinx is quickly becoming the most
prominent of my three Constants of Racer Basketball, the others being: I. Our best rivalries are
against teams that wear red (APSU, SIU. WKU
and SEMO), and 2. We play well in the NCAA
Tournament when we are seeded low. but do not .
usually play good ball when we are fairly confident of a win (think Rhode Island in ' 98 and
Alabama about six years earlier).
For those of you dreading the rest of the seuson, ·
take heartt There will be no more ESPN or Fox
cameras to oppose the Racers until the OVC
Championship. However, WPSD will be taping
the SEMO game on Saturday.

Charles Taylor is a senior radio/te/evisio11 major
from Murray.
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State Senate proposes Increased
penalty for 'abuse of public trust'

Study shows the 'right'
way to kiss someone

Court may approve
broader police tadlcs

India tests Brahmos
supersonic missile

FRANKFORT (AP) - A Senate committee
Tuesday approved a bill to create another
felony crime- "abuse of public trust." If enacted, public officials who stole public money
could be sent to prison for up to 20 years.
The legislation was prompted by a case from
Florence, whose former finance director is
charged with stealing more than $1 million
from the city.
The proposed crime would apply to any official who intentionally takes public money or
property. Those convicted of the crime could
never again hold public office.
Penalties would increase in proportion to
amounts stolen. The offense would be a Oass D
felony, punishable by one to five years in
prison, for thefts of less than $10,000. Thefts
over $100,000 would be a Oass B felony, punishable by 10 to 20 years.

When you kiss your sweetheart this Valentine's Day
you may well turn your head
to the right, echoing a preference born in the womb, a
researcher suggests.
Onur Guentuerkuen of
Ruhr-University Bochum in
Bochum, Germany, reports
that he spied on 124 pairs of
adults who turned their
heads left or right while kissing on the lips in public
places in Germany, Turkey
and the United States. Twothirds of the kissers went to
the right, he found.

NEW YORK (AP}- A fed·
era! judge said he may grant
New York City police
broadened powers in terrorist investigations, saying the
"nature of public peril" is
ever-changing.
U.S.
District
Judge
Charles S. Haight said he
might expand police powers
in March by permitting a
rewriting of a 1985 consent
decree that established the
Handschu Guidelines governing what New York City
police are a llowed to do to
investigate political activity.
The consent decree settled
a 1971 lawsuit by the Black
Panther Party alleging
police engaged in widespread surveillance of legitimate political activity and
distributed the information
elsewhere, including to lawenforcement groups.
Haight said he will not
forma 11 y
approve
the
changes until the department shows him a text of
the federal guidelines.

NEW DELHI, India (AP)
India test-fired Wednesday
a supersonic cruise missile
jointly developed by New
Delhi and Moscow and
~apable of hitting several
Pakistani cities.
Pakistan criticized what
it called India's ''massive
militarization."
The Brahmos, based on
the Russian Yahont antiship missile, has a range of
185 miles, enough to hit a
large swathe in neighboring Pakistan - India's rival
of five decades. The missle
can only carry conventional weapons.
Pakistan's Foreign Ministry spokesman Kamran
Niaz, refused to say
whether Islamabad would
respond with a test of its
own, adding: "We test
when it is technically
required."

State lawmakers veto bill to ban
smoking in college dormitories
LEXINGTON (AP)- Ashley Pennington considers her dorm room to be home - where she
can light up a cigarette whenever the mood
strikes.
Her tobacco habit within the cozy confines of
her room was preserved Tuesday when the
Kentucky House narrowly defeated a bill that
sought to ban smoking in student housing on
college campuses.
.
The proposal, which was defeated 45-49 in
Frankfort, would have banned smoking in
dorms, residence halls and other campusowned and sanctioned housing at public and
private colleges and universities.

Senate approves fetal homicide
bill, awaits House approval
FRANKFORT (AP) - Legislation aimed at
broadening Kentucky's homicide laws to
cover the unborn won overwhelming Senate
approval Tuesday.
The bill now shifts to the House, which has
steadfastly resisted the perennial push to give
such recognition to the unborn.
In creating the crime of "fetal homicide,"
the measure would declare a fetus to be a person, starting at fertilization. Under current
law, a fetus is not considered a person until
the live birth occurs.
State Rep. Stan Lee, primary spqnsor of a
similar bill in the House, said he suspected
that the Senate bill "has no chance over
here."

Maine House approves
anti-war resolution
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)
After an emotional and Lengthy
debate, the state House
approved a resolution Tuesday
night urging Pr~ident Bush to
disarm Iraq through the United
Nations and without military
intervention.
The resolution, amended
twice to address the concerns of
opponents who derided it as
partisan, divisive and ineffectual, was approved 77-66 and sent
to the Senate. The measure says
Bush should seek no resolution
of the Iraqt threat that compromises the safety of Americans.
Supporters said the resolution could become the first
addressing the Iraq situation to
win final approval by a state
lawmaking body. A week ago,
Hawaii's House adopted arc~
lutton condemning unilateral
action by the U.nited States in
its efforts to disam Iraq and
North Korea.
Opponents said a state legislature had no business taking
up national issues. "No matter
how you ·try to dress up this
fish that's stinking in the sun,
this representative's not going
to vote for it," GOP Rep.
Thomas Murphy Jr. said.

Saudi security deploys

to aid Muslim pilgrims

DEA Investigators
mistakenly kill gir1
SAN ANTONIO (AP) - The
teenage daughter of a man
charged with selling cocaine
was mistakenly shot once in
the back of the head by federal .
drug agents, authorities said.
Ashley Villarreal, 14, died •
Tuesday after she was taken
off life support, family members said.
The girl was shot Sunday
when Drug Enforcement
Administration agents mistook her for her father, Joey
Angel Villarreal, a three-time
convicted drug offender.
DEA investigators arrived
Tuesday to review the shooting and San Antonio police
also were investigating.

MINA, Saudi Arabia (AP)
Security personnel deployed
by the hundreds around
three pillars representing the
devil's temptations to divide
the masses coming to carry
out pne of their final rituals
at the annual Muslim pilgrimage.
Eight medical teams set
up nearby, hoping to be
positioned to respond more
quickly to crises such as the
stampede that killed 14 pilgrims on Tuesday.
Medical personnel were
seen giving first aid to several pilgrims, but no serious
mJunes were reported,
according to a security official, who spoke on condition
of anonymity.
On Tuesday, the stam·
pede occurred when a group
of pilgrims finished the ritu-

a) and was leaving as another wave entered, swelling
the crowd dangerously on a
market street. Three Indians,
four Pakistanis, two Egyp·
tians, an Iranian, a Yemeni
and a Sudanese were killed.
Two others had not yet been
identified. Fifteen others
were slightly injured.

Alleged bin Laden
tape urges terrorism
DOHA, Qatar (AP} - The
purported voice of Osama
bin Laden tells his followers
to help Saddam Hussein
fight
Americans
even
though his government is of
"infidels," words U.S. offi·
cials said showed the Iraqi
leader's ties to the al-Qaida
terror network.
The voice on the tape aired
Tuesday by the Al-Jazeera
satellite television station
throughout the Arab world
urged Iraqis to stage suicide
attacks and lure American
troops into bloody urban
battles to inflict "big casualties."
U.S. officials said they
believe the voice on the tape
is that of the elusive bin
Laden. Secretary of State
Colin Powell said the comments, broadcast on the first
day of the major Islamic holiday Eid al-Adha, bolstered
U.S. allegations that Iraq is
harboring al·Qaida operatives.
On the tape, the speaker
urged Iraqis to profit from
the lessons learned by al·
Qaida fighters in the war
against the Americans and
their allies in Afghanistan.

Doctors and scientists have

begun testing an HN I AIDS
vaccine in Uganda that is
specifically designed for a

World Briefly is compiled by
Adam L Mathis, wire editor.

Scientists to test new
HIV/AIDS vaccine
KAMPALA, Uganda (AP)

lew Memllers

James cook
Kevin Davis
Aaron Grant
Man Innes
Clav McGinnis
wvanParker
Josh Rhodes
Marunson
Michael Stlnnen·
Robbie ThODIPSOD
William Tucker

Criteria:
1. Must be a December 2002 or May 2003 graduate .
2. Must be a person whose campus activities indicate
leadership.
3. Must be a person who protnotes change. (Can
accotnplish goals and is of service to students and
faculty.

lllliCIJfS

4. Grade point average is of no consideration .

Applications are available in the Student Government
Association office. Three letters of recommendation
(from peers, instructors, or whomever you like)
valldating the nominee's leadership capabilities must
be submitted by

Noon, Friday, March 7, 2003
Sponsored by SGA

'

Israeli forces increase
security in Bethlehem
BETHLEHEM,
West
Bank (AP} - Israeli forces
tightened their grip on
Bethlehem
Wednesday
after a Palestinian sniper
shot and killed an Israeli
army officer in front of the
Chll'l'ch of the Nativity,
which marks the traditional birthplace of Jesus,
and in the Gaza Strip,
Israeli forces killed two
Palestinians
with
a
flechette shell.
In the West Bank, sol·
diers killed a Palestinian
teen during a dash in a
refugee camp.
The violence came as
Muslims marked the Feast
of the Sacrifice under stiff
Israeli travel restrictions,
imposed after Israeli officials said they had intelligence warnings of militants planning major terror attacks during the
four-day holiday.

Congratulations to our.
newiV elected omcers and
our new Sigma classl
Established to honor students who have made an
outstanding contribution in service and leadership to the
university campus.

strain of the disease com·
mon in East Africa, a member of the project said
Wednesday.
The tests began Monday when two unidenti·
fied Ugandan volunteers
were injected with one
component of the twopart vaccine at the Uganda Virus Research Institute, said Dr. Pontiano
Kaleebu, head of the gov·
ernment-run institute's
team.
The vaccine has been
developed by scientists
from Britain's Medical
Resea;ch Council and
Kenya's University of
Nairobi - with backing
from the New York·
based International AIDS
Vaccine Initiative.

President- Shannon Rebarn
VIce President· Joe len Boule
Treasurer· Ondrel Chudik
Secretary· Nick lexlna
CorresiOidlna Secretary· Johl Coomes
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Marlhall· Tonv Barba
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Alumni- Joe Ponder
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ASPhi fraternity members Visit local retirees
by Severo Avila
opinion editor

Perhaps 18 Alpha Sigma Phis and
30 senior citi;.ens do have common
interests.
ASPhi members visited retirees ut
the Hickory Woods retirement home
Tuesday for an evening of good. oldfashioned conversation. Members of
the fraternity also visited the retirees
last semester and decided to continue
the tradition this year.
ASPhi members arrived at the
Hickory Woods retirement home at 6
p.m. with Valentine's Day candy in
tow. The Hickory Woods staff provided a list of residents who would
benefit most from visits, and the
llrother.., in twos a nd threes, ~taned
knocking on door.;.
Tim Travis. sophomore from

Be

~o an

Eddyville, and Joseph Ehert. junior
from St. Louis. knocked on the door
of room 103 and were greeted by the
\\I arm smile of Martha Farris.
Farris. a retired postmaster from
Murray, was delighted to have
guests. She said since her recent
move into Hickory Woods, she has
haLl few visitors, so this visit was a
treat.
"We don't get many visitors." Farris said. ''The food is great. nnu we
have lots of things to do. but not
many visitors."
Farris, Travis, Ebert and retired
auto mechanic John Brandon sat and
tulked for almost an hour about a
variety of topics.
Farris, who is the daughter of a
Baptist deacon, spoke about the
many changes in Murray since she
attended college shortly after World

War II, when Murmy State was
known ns Murray Teachers College.
TnlVis and Ebert asked questions
about campus life, and Farris recalled
11 time when Well-. and Woods halls
were residential halls and the only
two classroom buildings were Wilson Hull and the current Wrather
Mus~:um .

Brandon was enlisted in the Navy
and shared his experiences as an airplane mechanic during the Pearl Harbor bombing. He recounted adventures with Japanese soldiers, life in
the banucks and Tomcat airplanes.
"I had a really good time,'' Ebert
said. "h was like a reminder of my
grandparents. I'm really interested in
history, and there's no better way to
learn about it than to talk to people
that lived it.''
The Hickory )Voods staff said they

were pleased the fraternity members
took time to visit with the residents.
"Most of our residents enjoy it,"
said Beverly Bogart. resident assisunt at Hickory Woods. "Sometimes
(the residents) get lonely, and it's
nice to have someone come and talk
to them, and these young men are so
nice."
After hours of talk and visiting
with residents, the Alpha Sigma Phi
brothers left Hickory Woods with a
promise to return.
"''m definitely planning to make
this a monthly thing," said Matt Stanton, freshman from Leitchfield and
ASPhi community-service director.
"We had a good turnout, and overall.
it wa'i a good experience. We like
spending time with them. and I'm
going to try to do this every month if
we can.''

Karri Wurth/7/re News

Mikey Moreland, sophomore from Versailles, ~·isits with Hickory
Woods resident Frances Churchill as she plays solitaire.

www.thenews.org
Become a Kentucky
organ & tissue donor.
For information contact:
1-800-525-9456, or

www.trustforlife.org
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Prep Course

rlope Harbor Church ...

When: 4 Sundays, 1 p.m. to 5 p.tn.
March 2, 9, 30 and April 6

SAME TRUTH

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.
DIFFERENT SERMONS

Using humor and insight~ you come away from Hope Harbor
knowlng how to Improve your home, your work, your life.

Who: Those planning to apply for
Fall 2004 Law School Admission

DIFFERENT MUSIC

Featuring a few less hymns, a little more guitar and some
21st century technology- all combined to worship an awesome God.
DIFFERENT RELATIONSHIPS

Cost: $295
Call Dr. Joe Chaney 753-1387(home)
or 7 62-3459 (office) to reserve a seat.

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples, other parents, and to form lasting relationships. Life
is easier when we can do it together.
·

... a different way to do church.

.
f

If you would like to voice
your opinion in the paper,
please submit your comm
entary (500-700 wds.) by
Wednesday at 10 a.m. to:
· email: thenews@
murraystate.edu
fax: 762-3175
phone: 762-4478 or 4480
Any announcements to be
placed in campus briefly or
the calendar need to be
turned in by Tuesday
at 5 p.m.
Send to: thenews@
murraystate.edu
fax: 762-3175
phone: 762-4468 or 4480

VIIMtlna's

------.. -. -,\- tEQlllt-4 j Mi~-

A 27•MONTH COMM11'MliNT

. YOU EARN A MONTHLYSTIPINPWIIIL£<\WAY
• HIALTH ll'6UII)\NCE IS PAID POR
• AT !NO OF $Ell VICE, YOU'IIE OIVEN f6,ooo
• UJ>OS COMPLETION, 'YOU HAVE I-YR. ENHANCED
HIRING STATUS fOil ftOIRALOOV'TJOIS

•
Join us for a meeting where you willleaht
more about the Peace Corps:

Wednesday, Feb. 19, 6 p.m.
Southeast Missouri State University- Cape Girardeau
University Ctr. Lobby· 4th Floor Party Room
~~

wmy.peag:s;on!S.gOY

'
Want to interview
to join
the Peace Corpe?
Call joe Zucchini at (312) )SJ"' 1115 for more
information or to schedule an interview.

The Ultimate Bodyshaplng
Course (UBC) will glue you
euerything you need to get the
body you haue always wanted,
and you might euen get paid
for it. The UBC is a 18 weelc
course that combines fitness
lciclcboKing, resistance training,
nutrition and fleHibility to get
you in the best shape of your
life. You will haue team
coaches and instructors to glue
you all the guidance, support
and motiuation you'll need to
achleue your fitness goals.
Best of all it's fun I

Mexican Restaurant l------------------I
I
I
I

Best Mexican food and
Mon... Thu.
10argarnas In Western KY. I witll ca1pon • expires 2126/08
·------------------Cheapest drinks in town! Great !r------------------FRH cheese • with
a10ount of food lor a fantastic : purchase
ol $10 or more
low price. Perfect co10bo lor i
Mon.- Thu.
college students.
: willie.••• •eQires 2126/08

loll • lra••al • AIIOIIafed
fireaf Plane• • A1e • Horl•on
Hob•y lone • Global
Naanu.. • 0.1. • (arl • 1ru1k1
Pla•e• • llof (arl • lralnl ef1.

Ult lllt1f11f If. •I

•eiiM
Non. -laf.
11 a.m. - ., p.m.
lun.
I p.m. • 6 p.m.

(losed on Iue.
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coUege life editor: Kyser Lough
assJstaot college life editor. Midmel Driver
phone: 762-4480
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this week
•friday
•Radio Show - "We
Were Here," noon,
91.3 FM.
•FUm - Special film
presentation, 7 p.m.,
AASSEP offce.
•Cinema International - "Monsoon
Wedding," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.
•Performance - Faculty and guest recital,
Kay Gardner-Bates
and Marie Taylor,
8 p.m., Performing
Arts HaJJ. Free admission.

16 Murray State students give the latest datip.g craze a try
THE

PARTICIPANTS

•saturday
•Cinema International - "Monsoon
Wedding," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.

Sarah
Amaod

Matta

Alliso n

Barnard

Clark

KayIa
M elto.r

Alida

Nori

Ray

Taylor

Eric

Robby
Osting

Dan
Stigall

•sunday
•Bible Study
University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study :... Chi
Alpha, Elizabeth College back lobby. 9:15
a.m. Rides to the
church of your choice
afterward.
•Bible Study - Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship of Murray, 11 a.m., Curris
Center
Tennessee
Room.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowsh.ip house, 7 p.m.

•monday
•RCA - Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room. All are welcome.
•Film
AfricanAmerican Cinema,
8 p.m., Curris Center
Barkley room.

•tuesday
•Fun Flicks - Make
your own music
video, 10 a.m. to 2
p.m., Curris Center
dance lounge. Free
adnission.
•Discussion - "Combating the Stereotypes
of African-Americans," led by Pam
Edwards and Steve
Jones, 12:30 to I:30
p.m., Curris Center
Tennessee Room.
•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
•Art - Urban Arts
Day, 7 p.m., Curris
Center dance lounge.

..
Chris

Andrew

Compton

Deo.nJng

Justin
Lovell

Mo rski

THE
by Kyser Lough
college life editor
With television cashing in on reality
series, ''The Murray State News" decided it was time to join in the fun.
However, instead of dressing a broke
freshman to look like a multibillionaire
or blindly throwing five students
together on a bus to see how indecent
tl1ey can become, our staff devised a
different approach. On Tuesday night.
''The News" sponsored a speed date at
the Bull Pen in Murray.
In a speed date, an equal number of
males and females get together and split
into couples. Each couple has a limited
amount of time to meet and get to know

each other before moving on to another
member of the opposite sex. New couples are formed until each man has met
each woman and vice versa.
For our speed-dating project, we took
16 Murray State students, eight males
and eight females, and gave eight minutes to each partnered couple.
But, is eight minutes really enough
time to get, or make, a good impression? Many participants said eight minutes was hardly enough time, while a
few felt eight minutes was far too long.
"You can tell a Jot about a person by
what they choose to ask you and the
kind of answers they give in a short
period of time," said speed-date participant Megan Riley, freshman from

Salem, Ill. 'Their body language also
told me a lot about them and how comfortable they are with me and the situation.''
Several participants said some of the
eight-minute dates seemed like they
would never end.
"Eight minutes might have been a little short to get a good first impression of
each person, although there were a few
awkward moments," said Nori Taylor,
):Cnior from Joppa. Ill.
Overall, participants said they
enjoyed the night, although it was not
what they were expecting.
"I was a little anxious beforehand, but
I got over that," Andrew Denning,
sophomore from Lousiville, said.

A majority of the participants said
they would even participate in a speed
date again.
"I was expecting the night to be more
businesslike." Riley said . "I was pleasantly surprised when it turned out to be
a lot offun."
Speed dating is an up-and-coming
trend that is quickly sweeping the
nation. It has been featured on television
shows such as "Sex and the C'ity,"
"Frasier" and "The Today Show.''
At the end of a typical speed date, participants are able to pass along contact
information confidentially and find out
who is interested in them.
At the end of our speed date, each participant filled out a short survey for each

participant he or she met In the survey,
speed daters were asked to rank their fellow participants on a 1-to-10 scale
according to compatibility, physical
atiDCiion md wiJUnpess lor a aecond
meeting. The surveys were confidential,
but everyone was given lhe chance to
exchange contact infonnation if desired.
"The News" used the surveys to find
the two most compatible individuals and
two least compatible individuals.
Tonight, these four will be ~cipating
in the second half of our "reality .series"
as they go on another date. This date,
however, will be less speedy and more
intimate, giving participantS the chance
to see how well their ftrSt impressions
hold.

•wednesday
•Career Fair - 2003
Career
Services
Spring Career Fair,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Curris Center bali-

Hiom.

•Dinner - AfricanAmerican
dinner,
4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Winslow Cafeteria.
•SGA - Student Government Association
senate meeting, 5
p.m., Curris Center
Bnr.kley Room

•thursday
•Music - Quad State
Senior Band Festival,
aU day, Lovett Auditorium.
•Cinema l nternatlonal - "Shower,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

Ad:tm Cecil/The News

(Above) J ustin Lovell, senior from Greenville, attempts to make the most of his
eight minutes with Alicia Ray, junior from Rineyville. (Right) Dan Stigall, sophomore from.Camden, Tenn., chats it up with Kayla Mel tor, junior from Fairfield, Ill.

THE
by Alicia Ray

contributing writer
I took a chance on a speed date.
I was asked to do the speed date at the

last minute to even out the number of
guys and girls and. although J was reluctant, I agreed. I thought, I'm not going to
meet the man of my dreams, but why
not? At the very least, 1 would have
some fun.
Well, to say the least, I did have fun.
I'll admit that one of the things I worried about initially was that all the daters
would be. well, rejects. Like J sa1d, I
didn't go into this with the highest of
expectations.
But, a'l I stepped into the dim room in
the Bull Pen full of speed daters, I was
relieved to find my prejudices incorrect.
There were actually a few decent-look·
ing and even attractive people there, plus

PERSONAL

people I already knew.
Before the date began, we mingled in
segregated groups like middle-schoolers
at a ~chool dance and discussed our predictions for the night
Then we began the 64-minute speed
date.
• The date was sort of like a job interview, if you will. Each guy intJoduced
himself to me, then he had eight minutes
to prove he met my qualifications.
Many of the guys seemed nervous at
the beginning of the date, so I had to ask
the questions, which I didn't mind. First
I a'ked ea~·h guy the typical get·t(}o
know-a-stranger questions - where are
you from? what's your major? and what
type of peanut butter do you prefer?
Then I proceeded to the more difficult
questions - wh;ll is your political affiliation'' are you religious? and what kind of
candy har would you say you are most
~everal

A<:

like?
As the guys asked me questions in
return, I got a good feel for whether or
not I was compatible with each one.
I usually knew within the first minute
if the guy had a chance. First, r evaluated the physical attraction. J don' t want to
sound shallow, but let's be honest:
Attraction is the key to a healthy relationship.
( u~>ed the rest of the time to determine
whether the guy was compatible with
me, evaluatintg interests, sense of
humor, morals, aspirations. OK, so
maybe I sound like I was deciding
whether or not to many the guy, but I try
not to date guys I wouldn't consider marrying.
I think that, overall, eight minutes was
a good, round amount of time to sample
a relationship.
With a couple of guys, the time passed

COUNT

far too quickly, and 1 wished we had
another eight minutes to get to know
each other. However, other guys were
able to transform a mere eight minutes
into ·an eternity. Conversations with
these guys seemed ,to drag on forever,
and I was relieved to hear the word
"switch!"
While I do9'1 think the time with each
person should be extended because of
the chance for awkwnrd silences, I don't
feel eight minutes is enough time to truly
determine compatibility. You just can't
find out enough about u person in that
time. It is enough time, though. to decide
whether or not you would like to spend
more time with someone.
Despite my initial skepticism, the
course of the speed date changed my preconceived notions of "reality dating." I
still think it's best when love sneaks up
on you - accidentally bumps your hand

in the ice-cream freezer at Wal-Mart or
beats you in a poker game at a party but I now think sometimes you can
sneak up on love.
So, the suspense is probably killing
you. Did I find love at the end of the 6;t
minutes? Did I meet the man of my
dreams? Well, I don't know about all of
that at this point; it wa'i just eight minutes'
I will say, however, that one of my
·~ob applicant<;" may be getting a second
interview.
Out of the eight guys, I found several
I th.ink. would make good friends, but
nothing more than that. I did meet one
guy. though, who I think shows potential
for a Jac;ting relation.o;h.ip.
Although we were not chosen to go on
the Valentine's Day date, numbers were
exchanged, and we still plan to see what
develops.

arts & ent

10
this \V"eek

3. Zwan - "Mary Star of the
Sea"

4. Avril Lavigne - "Let Go"
5. Jennifer Lopez - "This Is

Me ... Then"
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. How to Lose a Guy in 10
Days
Starring Kate Huc_lson

2. Shanghai Knights
Starring Jackie Chan

3. Chicago
Starring Renee Zell weger
4. The Recruit
Starring AI Pacino

5. Final Destination 2
Starring Ali Larter
Source: Associated Press

•books
1. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolu-

tion"
2. James Patterson with
Andrew Gross - ··second

by Kristin Watson
:-;taff writer
With a variety of area concerts scheduled for upcoming
weeks, students have no excuse not to escape into the land
of live music.
•Sixpence None the Richer will perfonn at 8 p.m Sunday
at the Exit/In in Nashville. For more information, phone
(615) 321 -3340.
•Rock lovers can see Cowboy Mouth at 8 p.m. Wednesday at the New Daisy Theater in Memphis. Por more information. phone (90 I) 525-8979.
•For only $15. catch Dave Mackenzie at 2 p.m. Feb. 21
at the Country Music Hall of Fame in Nashville. Por more
information. phone (800) 852-6437.
•Kenny Chesney will perfom1 at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 22 at me
Rupp Arena in Lexington. Ticket prices range from $31.50
to $41.50 For information, phone (859) 233-3535.
• 1964: The Tribute will host various singers at 8 p.m.
Feb. 22 at The Pageant in St. Louis.
•At 7:30p.m. Feb. 23, Tori Amos will make an appearance at the Ryman Auditorium in Nashville. Ticket prices
run from $29.50 to $42.50. For information, phone (615)
889-~060.

•Enjoy Maroon S at 8:30 p.m. Feb. 26 at th~: Exit/In in
Nashville. For ticket rnformation, phone ( 615) 321 -3340.
• Country-music fans can flock to the George Strait concert on Feb. 28 at Freedom Hall in Louisville. For information , phone (800) 231-8085.
•For those not so keen on country music, Rodney Carrington Live will begin at 8 p.m. Feb. 28. at the Louisville
Palace. For ticket information, phone (502) 583-4555.

"Atkins for Life"

5. Michael Cunningham
"The Hours"
Source: Associated Press

•web site
http://www.lovecalculator.com
ln honor of Valentine's Day, Jet a
Web 5ite tell you if you and your
significant other (or someone you
just know) are compatible based on
how well your names match.
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I,. The Tribute will perform Feb. 22 in St. Louis.
The band played in Murray during Homecoming.
•Alternative-music fans can cheer on Pilot Radio on
March I at the Outer Limit in Nashville. For information,
phone (615) 781..0068.
•Cher fans can view her live concert at 7:30p.m. March
I at the Rupp Arena in Lexington. Tickets are $34.25 to
$68.25. For information, phone (859) 233-3535.
•Yanni will perform at 7:30p.m. March 2 at the Gaylord
entertainment Center in Nashville.
•The EJms perform at 7:30 p.m. March 3 at the Exit/In in
Nashville. For information, phone (615) 321-3340.
•Catch Cher again at 7:30 p.m. March 4 at the Pyramid
Arena in Memphis. Tickets range from $36.25 to $75.25.
•Switchfoot will perform at 8 p.m. March 4 at the Exit/In
in Nashville. For more information, phone {615) 3213340.

•Be~ Kweller will showcase his talents at 8 p.m. March
Sat the Exit/In in Nashville. For information, phone (615)
321-3340.
•Popular music group Coldplay will perfonn at 8 p.m.
March 7 at the Ryman Auditorium in Nashville. For ticket
information, phone (615) 889-3060.
•C.J. Chenier performs at 8 p.m. March 7 at the Bombard
Theater in Louisville. Tickets are $21. For more information, phone (800) 775-7777.
•Michael W. Smith will take the stage at 7:30p.m. March
8 at the Brentwood Baptist Church in Brentwood, Tenn.
For ticket prices, phone (615) 373-2992.
•For $15, fans can see the Tanya Savory with Kim House
from noon to midnight March 8 at the Songwriters Theater
of Nashville. For more information, phone (615) 416- ,
2096.
•Check out Clem-Snide at 9 p.m. March 10 at the Exit/In
in Nashville. For ticket prices, phone (615) 321 -3340.
•Country-music star Tim McGraw will perform at 8 p.m.
I
March II at the Gaylord Entertainment Center in
r.
Nashville. Main-floor tickets cost $59.50, and lower-level
seating prices range from $39.50 to $59.50. For more
).
information, phone (615) 770-2000.
•If you miss McGraw in Nashville, you have another
chance to see him perform at 8 p.m. March 17 at the Pyramid Arena in Memphis. Tickets are $29 to $59. For more
information, phone (901) 521-7909.
•Kenny Rogers will perform at 7 p.m. March 20 in the
Ryman Auditorium in Nashville. For ticket information,
phone (615) 889-3060.
•The infamo!Js Insane Clown Posse will perform at 7:30
p.m. March 22 at the Exposition 5 in Louisville.

Juliana Theory shows some
by Michael Driver
assistant college life editor

Chance''

3. John Grisham - "The
Summons"
4. Robert C. Atkins

february 14, 2003

Major artists to play area venues

1. Dixie Chicks - "Home''
2. Norah Jones - "Come
Away With Me"

the murray state news

The recent success of bands such as
Saves the Day, me Get Up Kids and Dashboard ConfessionaJ hnve opened the way
for several popular independent bands to
get shots at the big time, including The
Juliana Theory.
"Love" is The Juliana Theory ' s first
major-label record after a successful run
with Tooth and Nail Records, an independent label The band's two previous full length albums sold more than I 00,000
copies.
The Juliana Theory built its following
through touring. Therefore, it is no surprise
that it chose to adopt a sound remini">ccnt of
its live shows for its mainstream debut.
"Love" opens with "Bring It Low," a
song about loneliness and deception !hat
revolves around a heavy-metal riff. The
song has energy but exposes the vocal
weaknesses present throughout the album.

While lead singer Brett Detar's voice is
easy on the ears, the harmonies Jack impact
and often sound flat .
The album boasts a big. arena sound that
is well-suited for mainstream listeners - a
sound in stark contrast to the bare-bones
sound of The Julinna Theory's previous
releases. However, the band lacks the
prowess to successfully produce arena
music, despite exceptional production by
Jerry Harrison, former member of the Talking Heads.
"'Love" is ~olid throughout, but several
songs stand above the rest. "Repeating,
Repeating" bears a strong resemblance to
songs by Hoobastank and Grcenwheel: the
frustrntion in Detar' s voice combines with a
dramatic build to a heavy chorus to make
"Repeating, Repeating" a compelling piece
of music. Unfonunatcly. many songs stray
from tht emotional validity paramount lin
The Juliana Theory' s earUer wortc and
instead wallow in ambiguous verse-chorus·
verse rock.

"Shell of a Man" is another strong track
centered around Detar's singing. As Detar's
vocals peak, a well-timed guitar and piano
chorus underscore his delivery to form a
highly memorable moment.
The Juliana Theory roster features three
guitarists, although few would ever guess it.
The tracks would work perfectly as oneguitar songs. especially since most of the
band's originality stems from Chad Alan's
bass playing.
Although the music is not exactly original, "Love" does exhibit variety and fine
execution, from the ballad ..Into the Dark"
to the heavy "DTM."
''Love" plays in just under an hour, but
the album would have been stronger and
less tiresome without filler songs such as
"'White Days" and "As It Stands.··
By m.pking an arena-r~k ~bur,n, The
Juliana ~eory took itself out of •• Jillmly
Eats World category and aligned itself with
t11e likes of Creed and Hoobastank. Unfortunately. the bigger sound does not mesh

'Love' ~

with the band's music. All in all, "Love" is '

a decent record that sounds bigger, but not
better, than The Juliana Theory's previous ·
offerings.
'
Grade: 8-

National Student Exchange

• Exchange for up to one full year
• Pay Murray State tuition to attend
schools throughout the US, Puerto
Rico and US Territories
• Kentuckv
Residents
•
Use your KEES money to pay for your
tuition at MSU and exchange ~o
another university
• Choose from 176 colleges and universities
• 2.5 GPA required at the time of
application
• Full-time status required at the time of
application
• Some scholarships and student financial
aid work with this program
• Application deadline for Fall 2003/ Spring
2004 is March 3, 2003.
Contact Dr. Ross Meloan in Career Services
for more information:
Stop by 210 Ordway Hall,
Call 762-3735 or e-mail
ross.meloan@murraystate.edu
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Shellman expresses artistic talents
BLACK

HISTORY

M ONTH

by Alicia Ray
contributing writer

Termainc Shellman, sophomore
from Louisville. does not often get a
chance to relax.
As an aspiring artist, Shellman often
spends around 10 hours a day planning. sketching and painting.
Earnest Camel. junior from Madisonville. said Shellman not only works
numerous hours outside class, but he
also makes time to work on his own
project!..
"Sometimes he doesn't even sleep."
Camel said.

Shellman said he takes the extra
time and effort to ensure his work
st:mds out from that of other artisL'l.
"You have to be competitive,"
Shellman said. ''Everyone you're competing against is."
Shellman's artwork displays his
dedication to art as well as his heritage.
A half-completed 4-by-6 painting of a
pensive black man rests on an easel in
the center of Shellman's room. Incorporating a centralized theme into the
painting as he learned in his conceptual art class, Shellman said this painting
portrays the way blacks relate to society.
"This shows how far we've come in
300 years," Shellman said, ''The next
piece (I do) will cover how far we still
have to go."
Jell)' Speight, art professor, said
Shellman often uses his home life to
create his imagery.
"(His artwork) is a narrative of the

closeness and love of his family,"
Speight said. "He's strong technically
and conceptually."
Shellman said he gains insight for
his pieces through research.
"I thought I knew a lot of things
African-Americans
have
gone
through, but I still have a lot to learn,"
Shellman said.
Shellman also learns from his role
model Ed Hamilton, a professional
artist from Louisville. Shellman said
he met Hamilton at the Governor's
School for the Arts seveml years ago
and formed a friendship with the artist.
Hamilton inspires him as "one of the
greatest artists today."
"His picture is (in) downtown
(Louisville)," Shellman said. "He
knows how to make it as an artist."
One aspect of being an artist Shellman said he is still learning is time
management. In addition to his art and
classwork, he also is active in campus

Jenny liahn/The News

Murray State sophomore Termaine Shellman sits with t ~·o of his
paintings that display his dedication and heritage. Shellman
hopes to continue studying art at Yale after he graduates.
organiz.ations such ,as Christ Amba-;sadors. Alpha Phi Alpha, the Black
Student Council and the Organization

of Murray Art Students. He also serves
as the Hester Residential College
Council hi:itorian. Shellman said it is

not easy to be an art major and balance
time.
"lf you are involved in a lot of stuff,
you have to work that much harder."
Shellman said.
However, Shellman said he thinks
his hard work will pay off in the end.
He plans to go to Yale for gl".Jduate
school and eventually become both a
gallery artist and a college art professor.
''I want to Jive off my work," Shellman said. ''The hardest part about
being an artist is (struggling) to express
yourself as an artist and still make
money."
After he ~tablishes a name for himself, Shellman said he hopes to teach a
college claSl> onnow to be a successful
artist. He advises aspiring artists to
practice. research and Jeatn frorn oth-

ers.
Said Shellman: "It's best to put in
the hours now so you'll be used to it." .

Independent bands ready to rock Stables
by Michael Driver
asststanl college life editor

l ndie-rock fans rejoice. Music is
on its way.
Eleven bands will take the stage
for "Will You Be Mine," an allday independent-rock concert,
Saturday in the Curris Center Stables.
The concert will begin nt 2 p.m.
and showcase sets by Sidewalk
Slam, Stellar Kin, Calico Jack,
Silent Film Stars, This Many, Survive the Dime, Burning Swingset,

Daniel Crawley, the New Jerseys,
Autumn Leaves Me and Seventh
Inning Stretch.
''I'm really pleased with the
bands; it's very eclectic," said
Chris Schweizer. concert organizer and cartoonist for "The Murray
State News."
Schweizer said bands will range
from the traditional singer-songwriter stylings of This Many to the
"screamo" sound of Stellar Kin.
Schweizer also is guitarist and
vocalist for Calico Jack.
While studying in Europe last

spring, Schweizer attended several
all-day shows and said he was
inspired by the event<;' atmosphere. Those concerts prompted
him to organize a similar music
festival in Murray, a location with
limited performance venues.
Joshua Lou . junior from Livermore and drummer for Stellar Kin,
said music fans should expect
quality performances from the
concert's sizable lineup.
" I 'vc pretty much heard every
one of them, and there's not a bad
band playing.'' Lott said. "I'm

looking forward to every one of
them. Everyone needs to check out
Sidewalk Slam .... They're the
biggest band playing."
Schweit7.er agreed and said
Sidewalk Slam has a "national following."
Both Schweitzer and Lou said
they hope for a large turnout.
Schweizer said he expects more
ihan 200 people to attend, and the
Stables should provide ample
room.
"The more good crowds come
out, the more likely tht•re' ll be

good shows,'' Lou said. "When we
played last semester (in Murray),
then! was close to 200 people, and
there wasn't a lot of band:> playing. I think it'll be a good turnout.
It'll be a lot of fun.''
Schweizer said he hopes to hold
a similar event at least once a
semester and feature bands students and residents might normally miss.
"O..:c:~sionally you'll get a show
here," Schweizer said. "But unless
you have ($20) to h..:ar the bands
the University brings in, your only

choice is to hear cover bands, and
some people aren't into that
.scene."
The event also will feature a raffle for compact discs, T-shirts and
band-specific rarities such as a
Stellar Kin figurine and a Calico
Jack wrestling buddy. In addition,
oand merchandise will be available.
Larger acts such as Sidewalk
Slam and the Silent Film Stars will
take the stage first to accommodate their schedules, and the show
is planned to run until 9:30 p.m.
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CALL THE SYSTEM MANAGER

AT

~

AND DEMAND YOUR
BANDWIDTH BACKIII

l>ON' T STOP UNTIL YOU GET

PROFESSOR HOBO
WHAT ARE THESE? CANOY
HEARTS? LET ME GUESS,
YOU'RE LICKING THE WOROS
OFF ANO REPLACING THEM WITH
CRUOE MESSAGES?
THAT SEEMS TOO CIVIL.

The Weekly Crossword
I

5
10
14
15
16

17
18
19

20
22
24

25
26
29
34

35
36
37
38

-

ACROSS

39

Pauper's plea
Play part
Unseules
Mob melee
Leslie of
"Gigi"
Toward shelter
Part of a plot?
Apprehension
Third power
Bes1 Actor,
"Life is
Beautiful"
Best Actor,
"The French
Connection"
Understands
Negatives
Unattractive
Best Actres:;,
"Room at the
Top"
Separated
Gloomy effect
Russian river
D.C. VfP
Best Actor, "It
Happened One
Night"

40
42
43

45

47

48
49
50

54

58
59
61
62
63
64

65

66

67

Combine
I I.S. dance
Firc-saJe
caveat
Swiftly
Best Actress,
"Dead Man
Walking"
Flora
Joke
Verbal
Best Actor,
"The King
and I''
Best Actor,
"Lilies of the
Field"
Pelec's output
Poison
Eternal City
Uniform
Regretting
Singer
Redding
Lucy's mate
Affirmatives
Power unit

DOWN
Part of U.A.E.

2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10

II
12
13
21

23

26

27
28
29
30
31
32

Parasitic
insects
Dawn 'til noon
Best Actor, "In
the Heat of the
Night"
Meager
Celestial dog
Work unit
Snack
Twist together
Best Actress,
''Women in
Love"
Grad
Singer
McEntire
Observed
Yiddish
money
Swindle
Window
catches
La Scala show
Landed estate
Polio \'accine
developer
Woes
Staff again
Dislodge?

www~~~M
~------------------------~

YOU'RE RIGHT. HMM, I'VE GOT
IT! HE'S LICKING THE WORDS
OFF, AND THEN WRITING CRUDE
MESSAGES IN ARSENIC?
THAT SEEMS A GIVEN .

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
33
35

38
41

43

44
46

Levies
El_, TX
Contraptions
Best Actress,
~The Rose
Tattoo"
Jai
Besl Actress,
"Shakespeare
in Love"
Bobbsey twin

47
49

50
51
52
53

55
56
57
60

Last week's solution

Tines
Spout thoughts
Used leeches
Great review
Actor
Montand
Black sheep
Jot
Issue forth
Break
Greek letters

m

JUSTIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL

TRUE , VERY TRUE. WELL THEN,
I JUST GIVE UPJ I'M AFRAID
MY MINO IS INCAPABLE OF
THINKING SO DEVIOUS .

ACTUALLY, I AM WRITING CRUDE
MESSA6ES IN ARSENIC ON
THEM, AND THEN DONATING
THEM TO THE LOCAL HOSPITAL
FOR HEART TRANSPLANT
PATIENT !
THAT SOUNDS ABOUT RIGHt

'
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sports editor: Chris Jung
assistant sports editor: Amanda Lee
phone: 762-4481

Cupid invades
sports section
for Valentine S
Britney and Justin.
Cruise and Kidman.
Michael Jackson and Lisa Marie Presley.
What do these three couples have in common? They're all star-studded relationships that have fallen by the wayside, to the dismay of the
celebrity-gazing gossip kings and queens of the world.
So today on Valentine's Day, the day of days for rekindling relationships, I have come up with three relationships that need some
matchmaking. Some of the following matchups may seem farfetched,
but with a little luck. Cupid's arrow and your
favorite sports editor's blessing, here are the topthree sports-related relationships in need of some
work.

'

Sports Talk

I. Head Coach Tevester Anderson and the
Racer basketball team.

Chris

Jung

"Cupid may
be tired after
his 2003
Valentine's
Day rounds,
but if some
of the aforementioned
relationships
are saved,
maybe the
sports world
w ill be able
to feel the

r know you're thinking the coach is obviously
"with" the team he is coaching. However, in this
case, there's been .s ome separation during the past
several years.
Despite my support for T. and a job well-done
during the past two years, the time for kind words
is gone. With the talent present on this season's
squad, anything less than a regular-season conference championship (which was predicted among
the Ohio Valley Conference coaches) is unacceptable. Last season was a miraculous effort pulled off
by T . and his staff. Amid injuries and off-court
issues, Anderson still took his team to a 12-5 conference record and an eventual NCAA Tournament
berth.
Ten games into conference play this season, however, T. and the Racers are 5-5 with seven games
left to go. Sure, MSU still has a chance to claim the
same 12-5 OVC record from a year ago. Time is
almost up, however, and with one of those seven
remaining games at Morehead State, the Racers
will be lucky to host one of the first-round OVC
Tournament games.
Cupid doesn't have enough arrows in his bag for
this task., but I'll still be behind T. and the Racers
until that final hom blows in February.
2. The Indiana Pacers and the National Basketball Association.

Ladles and gentlemen, meet the new "bad boys"
of the NBA, Jed by Head Coach Isiah Thomas, a
former bad boy himself. Following a recent threegame suspension for throwing video equipment,
Pacers guard Ron Artest has now been suspended
for his childish antics toward Miami Heat Head
Coach Pat Riley. After a questionable call, Attest
love this V- taunted the Heat bench and went toe-to-toe with
Riley.
Day."
Now there are reports from Atlanta that Artest
was possibly involved in an altercation with a
member of the Atlanta Hawks basketball team last weekend at the AllStar festivities. AJI I can say to this is, "Give me a break." You would
think someone having a breakout season would keep from tarnishing
his image with such unnecessary outbursts, especially during what is
supposed to be the league's most enjoyable weekend of the year.
To complement Attest, Pacers center Jennaine O'Neal ruined the
ideal ending for Sunday's 52nd All-Star Game. Playing and starting in
his final All-Star Game, Wizards guard Michael Jordan made the goahead basket with three seconds left to play, giving the Eastern Conference a two-point lead in just the sixth overtime game in All-Star history. After a quick timeout, Lalcers guard Kobe Bryant caught a
deflected pass off the inbounds and threw up an off-balance 3-point
attempt from the comer that never had a prayer.
However, the foolish O'Neal fouled Bryant on the shot, giving the
Lakers star three free throws with one second remaining. Bryant hit
two, forcing a second overtime, but the Western Conference went on
to earn the victory.
Shame on you, Pacers. Isiah, you better get your team members in
check before their egos cost you the division title and a spot on the bad
side of NBA Commissioner David Stem.

sports

by Amanda Lee
assistant sports editor
Seven returning seniors will lead the
Murray State Thoroughbreds as the 2003
baseball season kicks off this weekend at
Arkansas-Little Rock.
Head Coach Mike Thieke said the 'Breds
will try to improve last season's 20-33
record by increasing the focus on batting
and unified team play.
"We have a strong group of seniors
anchored by (infielder) Brett McCutchen,
(outfielder) Garner Byars and (infielder)
Ronnie Sects at second base," Head Coach
Mike Thieke said. "We have the nucleus of
a good leader~hip group."
McCutchen, Byars and Sects are all in
contention for Murray State career records
this season in triples, doubles, hits and atbats. Byars is only two triples short of the
MSU record.
"Of our seniors, two (McCutchen and
Byars) have a legitimate chance of being
drafted (by the majors)," Thieke swd.
A total of 14 players are returning to this
year's team. Thieke said experience and a
strong group dynamic will help the team
battle a solid schedule.
"11lis is probably the tightest-knit group
I've seen since I've been here," Thieke
said.
Although Thieke will retire at the end of
the season. he said his retirement will not
interfere with his focus for this season. He
also said his leaving may provide motivation, especially to the seniors, to get in a
good season.
"It's a motivating factor for a lot of my
guys," Thieke said. "My main focus is on
preparing the team for the season. I'm a
true-blue baseball coach, and a true-blue
baseball coach prepares his team."
Recent weather has interfered with the
'Brcds' practice regimen, but Thieke said
his players make the best of the little time
they have on the field.
"We've been hampered a lot by
inclement weather," Thiekc said. "But we

staff writer
A strong Tennessee Tech defense stopped
the Murray State women's basketball team (516, 1-9 Ohio Valley Conference) Monday in
Cookeville. Tenn. The Racers shot only 32.8
percent from the floor in their 69-55 loss.
Head Coach Eddie Fields ~aid poor shooting
and MSU's play in the paint detern1ined the
outcome of the game.
"We were getting good shots," Fields said.
"They just didn't go in. The biggest difference
was in rebounding. We just got drilled on the
boards. They were getting second and third
chances all night. ••
The Racers were out-rebounded 48-27.
Fields also said MSU was outplayed down

ovc
Morehead State
Austin Peay
TeMessee Tech
E.lstern IIJinois
Murray State
TeMessee·Martin
Eastern Kentucky
SEMO
Tennessee State

9-2
8-2
7-3
6·5
5·5
5-6
4-7
4·7
0-11

Overall
15-7
15-6
14·9
11-12
12·9
12·10
10·12
9·14
2·20

Feb. IS
Eastern Winois@ Tennessee-Martin,
6p.m.
Eastern Kentucky @ Morehead State,
6:05p.m.
SEMO@ Murray State, 7 p.m.
Tennessee Tech@ Austin Peay,
7:30p.m

low.
"We couldn't stop them in the paint," Fields
said. "They just kept kicking it in to (Emily)
Christian."
Christian scored 25 points in the game, a
team-high for Tennessee Tech.
Despite MSU's s hortfalls, fields said his
team did display several positive attributes
during the game.
"We played hard." Fields said. "We could
have quit once we were down 12 at the half.
but the girls didn' t . They kept playing hard,
and we played with them in the second half."
The Racers also had a flawless free-throw
performance, making 9-of-9 from the line. and
fin ished the game with 10 turnovers. Tennessee Tech had 15 giveaways.
Senior forward Beth Schnakenberg led MSU

in scoring with 22 points and in steals with
four.
Senior guard K.hadija Head and freshman
guard Jill Fulkerson joined Schnakenberg in
double figures . Head shot 5-for-7 for I I
points, and Fulkerson chipped in I 0 points and
three assists.
1
Freshman post Lori Trumblee led the Racers
with sill rebounds to go along with four points,
and freshman Lindsay Cornn pulled down four
boards and added three points. Sophomore
Brittany Park had a team-high four assists and
added two points. Junior guard Megan Fuqua
rounded out the scoring for the Racers with
three points.
Murray State returns to action at 4 p.m. Sat ·
urday against Southeast Missouri State in the
Regional Special Events Center.

Peay sweeps for first time since 1978
staff report
Despite the momentum of a three-game
winning streak, the Murray State Racers
(12-9, 5-5 Ohio Valley Conference)
dropped their last two games, including a
72-69loss Saturday to Austin Peay.
The loss marked the first time the Governors swept MSU in a season series
since the 1978-79 season.
MSU trailed the Governors early.
down 23-8 with 9:31 remaining in the
first half. However, the Racers cut the
lead to 36-27 by halftime via the efforts
of senior center James Sing leton and
junior forward C uthbert Victor. The
4,032 fans in attendance and Fox Sports
South Network audience watched Singleton pick up his fourth double-double in
five games, accumulating 28 poinL\ and
14 rebounds in 34 minutes of action. Victor, who fouled out with 2:48 left in the
game, added 12 points, nine rebounds
and three steals.
Down 51-50 with 9:30 remaining in the
second half, the Racers nearly took the
lead following a layup by junior guard
Chris Shumate, who scored 12 points.
After a late run, senior forward Antionc
Ryan Brooks/The News

The Racers and third· leadlng scorer
junior guard C hris Shumate will t ry
to jumpstart t heir season at 7 p.m.
Saturday against SEMO.

Chris lung is sports editor for "The Murray State News."

OVC Men's Basketball
Schedule

look good and prepared and ready to go."
The 'Breds were ranked seventh of eight
teams in a preseac;on poll of Ohio Valley
Conference coaches. but Thieke said he is
optimistic.
"I really haven't put any stock in that in
the past because the coaches usually rank
us lower than we actually finish," Thieke
said.
However, Thieke said the 'Breds will
undoubtedly encounter some competitive
teams this season. namely South Alabama.
Mississippi and Western Kentucky.
"(WKU) had a very good club last year,"
Thieke said. "They' ll be tough."
Thieke also said team members are opti·
mistic, although they realize successes will
be hard-fought.
"The college baseball season is long and
grueling," Tbieke said. ''We have some
tremendous opponents on our schedule."
After the Arkansas-Little Rock game,
the 'Breds will return home to Reagan
Field for 12-slraight home games, including doubleheaders with Bradley and
Wright State. An April 5 doubleheader at
home against Eastern Kentucky will open
conference play.
"The first part of the season is preparing
for OVC play," Thieke said.
Resuming his role in last season's starting-pitcher rotation, junior right-hander
Kyle Perry will return to the mound for this
weekend's triple-header.
"(Perry) is a really good college pitcher,"
Thieke said. "Last year we struggled
through a very young pitching staff, and it
showed in our record."
Thieke said this year's team may lack
speed but makes up for it in batting potential.
"We have a little more home-run power
in our lineup," Thieke said. "(Junior
infielder) Matt Rebout. our new signee, has
potential to put up tremendous power numbers, some home runs."
The 'Breds will begin a doubleheader at
1 p.m. Saturday and resume play for a third
game at I p.m. Sunday.

by Nick Batts

You've never heard of Martha Burk before? Don't worry, I barely
knew her either. But now, the spotlight-soaking instigator is making a
name for herse!.
Burk, head of the National Council of Women's Organizations.
recently made waves concerning the Women's National Basketball
Association and its lack of endorsements and minimal player contracl'i.
Now Burk is creating a buzz by scouting local neighborhoods in
Augusta, Ga., in preparation for a protest centered on the Masters Golf
Club and its all-male membership. Augusta-Richmond County officials said protesters will not be aJiowed near the club's main gates
because of dangerous traffic. However, Burk thinks the prospective
.protest sites are too far from the club.
· Phooey. Burk is out of her league and needs to simmer down. If she
is so strongly convinced that both the WNBA and LPGA are just as
'competitive a.' the NBA and PGA, then why arc there no men despcr'ately lunging to play in the respective women's leagues? I have no
problem supporting women's sports. I do, however, have issues with
people who exercise double standards during a protest. Find <1 legitimate claim, and then we can talk.
Cupid may be tired after his 2003 Valentine':; Day rounds, but if
~;orne of the aforementioned relationships are .s aved. maybe the sports
world will be able to feel the love this V-Day.

OVC Men's Basketball
Standings

february 14, 2003

Tech defense swarms MSU

3. Martha Burk and a straitjacket.

.

the murray state news

OVC Women's Basketball
Standings
ovc
Austin Peay
10·0
Eastern Kentucky 8·2
SEMO
8·3
Morehead State 5·6
Tennessee· Martin 5·6
Tennessee Tech
4·6
Eastern lllinois
4·7
Tennessee State 2·8
Murray State
1·9

OVC Women's Basketball
Schedule

Whelchel was fou led in the lane following a scramble for a loose ba11 under the
MSU basket with seconds left in the
game.
Whelchel made the flrst of his two free
throws but was unable to hit the rim on
his second attempt - an intentional miss.
As a result, APSU was awarded the ball
on the baseline. On the throw-in: Singleton intercepted the Governors' pass at
midcourt, but APSU's Anthony Davis
stole the ball before a shot attempt was
made.
Once again, MSU was outshot and outrebounded on the road. Peay shot 52 percent (24-of-46) from the field, while
MSU went for 39 percent (25-of-65). The
Governors won the rebounding category
4 1-33. However, the Racers dominated
second-chance scoring by a 25- 10 margin.
MSU also was defeated 9 1-83 at Tennessee Tech o n Feb. 6. Junior guard Rick
Jones shot 7-of-14 from the field, including 4-of-10 from the 3-point line for a
team-high 22 points. Victor scored 21
points and grabbed seven rebounds, and a
flu-stricken Singleton managed 12 points
and six boards.
The Racers returned home Thursday
for a showdown against Eastern Jllinois
and are in action again at 7 p.m. Saturday
in the Regional Special Events Center
against SEMO. Results for the Eastern
lllinois game were unavailable at press
time.

Intramural Basketball
Standings
Men
Franklin
Clark
Regents
Hart

3-3

Greek League
Fraternity
Pi Kappa Alpha
SigmaChJ
lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Kappa Tau

Women
Hester
Regents
Springer
White

5-1
4-2
4-2
3-3

Sorority
Quiet Storm
Tadpole Paddywack
Alpha Gamma Delta
TriSigma

Residential College
Overall
17·3
16·6
14-7
12· 10

8·14
9· 12

5·17
4· 16

5-16

Feb. 15
Eastern Illinois@ Tennessee· Martin.
4p.m.
SEMO@ Murray State, 4 p.m.
Tennessee State@ Austin Peay,
5:30p.m.
Tennessee Tech@ Eastern Kentucky,
6:30p.m.

Intramural Basketball
Standings

•

5·0
4-2
3-2

4-0
4·0
1·2
1·2

4·1

4·1
3-2
2·2

...
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Schnakenber,gtops

Rifle hosts, places in
OVC women in scoring NCAA Sectional match
Senior forward Beth
Schnakenberg of the women's basketball team is the
leading scorer in the Ohio
VaHey Conference with an
average of 17.6 points per
game.
Austin Peay's Brooke
Armistead was the previous leader, but her average
dropped to 17.2 points per
game after Schnakenberg
outscored her 18-17 in
APSU's 76-48 win over the
Racers on Saturday.
The Racers will begin a
three-game home stretch at
4 p.m. Saturday against
Southeast Missouri State.
MSU will host Eastern lllinois at 7 p.m. Monday and
Tennessee State at 7 p.m.
Thursday.
The team will recognize
seniors Schnakenberg and
Khadija Head during the
Tennessee State game, the
tenm's final home game of
the season.

Men's tennis team
sweeps OVC weekend
The men's tcnnb team (24) defeated Eastern Ken-

tucky and Morehead State
pn Saturday fo r its first
wins of the season. MSU
defeated both Ohio Valley
Conference foes 4-3. Both
games were played in Richmond.
: Against Eastern, sophomore Adam Maskill led the
Racers with his win in No.
1 singles, ilnd junior
Zakaria Bahri grabbed a
win in the No. 2 spot.
Junior Masimb Muskwe
and freshman Richemn
Mourad also won their singles matches.
Maskill and Muskwe's
No. 1 doubles team helped
lead MSU to victory against
Morehead, and Bahri and
Mourad's No. 2 doubles
• ' I
r
team also racked up a win.

The rifle team hosted the
NCAA Sectionals last
weekend at the Pat Spurgin
rifle range in Roy Stewart
Stadium. Murray State
placed second among 14
teams, behind the Kentucky blue team.
The teams' scores will
serve as qualifying standards for the NCAA Championships. Rankings wilJ
not figure into qualification.
MSU tied for highest airrifle score with 1555 and
was third in sma ll bore
with 4623. Kentucky blue
also shot a 1555 in air rifle
and led in small bore with a
score of 4645.
Junior Morgan Hicks led
Murray Sta te with an
aggregate score of 1570.
Hicks finished second
overall to Kentucky blue's
Bradley Wheeldon, who
shot an aggregate score of
1580.
Eight sectionals were
held nntionwide, and Murray State has qualified for
the NCAA Championships
every year since the tournament began in 1980.
Army will ho!->t the
NCAA Championships on
March 14-'JS in West Point,
N .Y.

Conference penalizes
EKU, TSU players
Players for the Eastern
Kentucky and Tennessee
State men's basketball
teams we~e punished after
several incidents .:.during
Mondily's game in Richmond.
The initial incident broke
out between EKU's Shawn
Fields and TSU's Cedric
Bryson with eight minutes
left in the game. Both players were ejected and
received technical fouls for
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Murray State sophomore guard Mark Borders chases a loose hall during Saturday's 72-69 loss to Austin Peay. The
Governors held Borders to just one point and two assists in 26 minutes of play. T he Racers (5-S) hosted Eastern Illinois on Thursday and arc in action at 7 p.m. Saturday against Southeast Missouri State.
bumping and elbowing,
Before phly resumed,
TSU's Josh Copperwood
hooked an EKU player
around the neck, causing
players from both teams to
clear the bench. The OVC
suspended Copperwood
for one game.
Bryson
and
EKU's
Champ Slaughter and
Kenyatta Dix were suspended by their teams for
one game for separate
fighting incidents.
EKU I iead Coach Travis
Ford suspended Sherard
Rogers for throwing a box
of miniature basketballs nt
,. players. · ~ "~
'Both head Joache5 were

suspended for one game
for leaving the bench area
<1nd not preventing players
from getting involved.
All players who cleared
the bench were suspended
for the remainder of the
game, causing both EKU
and TSU to continue play
with only four players
each.

Murray State to host
Calloway County Night
The Racers will host Calloway County Night on
Saturday against Southeast
Missouri at the Regional
Special Events .C enter.
Residents of Calloway
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County can purchnse gen- White College hosts
eral·admission seats for $3
volleyball tourney
pt'r person
White College is sponsorAn additional highlight
ing a co-ed volleyball tourat Saturday's game will be
nament to raise money for
a halftime ceremony honorRelay for Life.
ing the 1987-88 Racer basThe tournament will
ketball team, which won begin at 9:30a.m. March 1
the Ohio Valley Conference in Carr Health.
Chnmpionship and gained
Six players will be
Murray State's only NCAA allowed on the court, three
Toumament win.
of which must be female.
Players and coaches from Team entry fee is $20.
For more information,
the '87-88 team will be precontact
Sharlene Beckett at
Sl'nl for an nutograph ses·
762-6249.
sion following the game.
MSU TV-11 will air the
1988 NCAA Touranmcnt Sports Briefly is compiled by
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Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.

•

02003 Blodcbustor Inc.

•••••

%is o/afentine's 'lJay give tlie refa~ng,
liea{tliygift of a tfe{u~ one
fwur massage at 'Botfy !J{aven!

v
v

VISA

~
Have you ever had the

Plus we will mail it for
you in a beautiful rose
embossed gift certificate!
Do it Today!
Call Shelia, Holly or Lesa at Body
Haven Therapeutic Massage
Locally 767-0045 or visit at Country
Square on Highway 121, just past
Lowes- Murray.

Mun-qState
vs.
Southeast Missouri

•

Saturday, Febru~ 15tli @4:00 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center

\
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reellnQ like somethlnQ Is
too Qood to be trut1
Thai's how I fetl about
havlnQ a boyfriend like
yout Thanks for belnQ
the perfect boyfriend and
so much more. I love
you with all my heart!

-l.~"

•••••
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J UST ST A R T JNG

I N T HE REAL
W ORLD ?

•Money
' *Benefits
•Training
All for as little as l

weekend a month
and 2 weeks a year!
Y OU CAN
have it all!
1-800- GO- GUARD

or
www, I !!OOGoGuard com

KY Army
National Guard

i
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Delaughter:
Judge fights racism in courtroom by successfully prosecuting 31-year-old homicide case
From Page 1
''The murder weapon was found
by me in the house of my fom1er
father-in-law, and I still don't know
how he got it,'' DeLaughter said.
After Evers' wife, Myrlie Evers,
told DeLaughter she had a copy of
the old coun transcript, a third grand

jury indicted Beckwith and another
trial began.
"The trial il<>elf went pretty much
as expected," Del..aughter said. "To
me. the most gut-wrenching moment
in a trial is that you have to turn over
all your work to a jury who didn't

Advertise with The

the most devastated man in the
world," DeLaughter said. "I really
gave serious consideration to what I
would do with another hung jury.
That was the loneliest night that
I've ever had.
"When that jury verdict was read

know anything about it beforehand."
After the trial concluded,
DeLaughter was disappointed the
jury did not reach a verdict sooner
and worried there would be another
hung jury.
" 1 went home that Friday night

guilty as charged. it was like the
weight of the world had been lifted
otT my shoulders."
Glenn Fritts, senior from Murray.
said DeLaughter' s speech applied to
the world today.
"I thought it was very interest-

Murray State News!

ing," Fritts said. "It· s several years
after the fact, and it' s still pertinent
today. He was genuine in the fact
that he represented not :.tny bigname lawyers. but was basically a
common man that prevailed against
overwhelming odds."

OPEN
Phone:
767.()486

Mon.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

t he
made-for-yo u
M a ke 0 v e r
all purchases
MSU
-..........lllliiiiiii...._...........,..._.......-...._

30% discount
on
for
students with ID.

lues • Thurs.

Fax:

10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
frt. & Sat.
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

753·7993

LOCALLY GROWN ORGANIC PRODUCE
• Gourmet Salad Mix • Romaine lettuce • Kale • Mustard • and More

Certified Organic Grapefruit, Valencia Oranges, Broccoli,
Cabbage, Yams, and Onions. Others available upon request.

Discover makeup made to suit your
skin tone, your style, even the
clothes you wear. Call me today for
a free makeover. We'll create a
look that's uniquely yours.

ANITA KAY CUNNINGHAM

807 N. 12th St.

762..0126

MARy

THE KE&
HOUR§•

iiiiliiiliiiiiiiliiiiiliiliiiiiilii•

KAY•

Independent Senior Sales Director
489·2507 • 1268 Palmer Rd. · Murray
cunninghamrocing@hotmail.com
www.marykay.com/akcunningham

NIEON IIIEAC:H

CttlNA &Ufff'"T

·-----·

All You Can Eat Buffet

Tanning & Storage Rental

Fresh Buffet, Fresh Dessert, Salad & Ice Cream : 10%Off :
1
1
OPEN DAILY
I withMSU I
• Mon.- Thur.: 10:30 a.m.- 10 p.m.
• Fr i.&. Sat.: 10:30 a.m.- 10:30 p.m.
: Student ID :

Tue•.- Sat.
I I a.m. - 1i! a.m.

·-----·

• Sun.: 10:30 a.m.- 9:30p.m.

76~·0040

600 N. 121h St. (Next door to Taco John's)
~

~~ " '
NOWACCEPTfl'iC: ~
~~J ~

Central Shopring Center· Murray
(270) 753-8916

tO% discount off tan nina PadwZes
and lotions with MSU 1.0.

Hours

Mon. -11K.rs.
8

a.m.·

10 p.m.

Ai. & Sat.
s a.m.- 9 P.m.

753-3333

Closed St.fxla)l

anim•l ,,., . . .. ,,,,,., .ln!IIJ: I""'ua}!
.. 1 11 ,1l ''I .. dut~

LOOKING FOR S O METHIN G FU N TO DO . . . BRING
YO UR F R IE NDS, FAMILY, AND E NE MIES
(J UST K IDDING) TO

1.. ' ·

I,,,,

lo ' '

J

N

o

('){)11Sumcr Grcdil Coun:~eling Services
is a nonprofit community service
dedicated to helping you review your
income and expenses and develop a
plan to conquer your dcbL

J.olol ••,ffl•l'l' lfl,oo•
ooffll,{,

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

f•f/ 1

By participating in our Debt M~
ment program you can start paying off
your dcbu whh one simple monthly
payment. CCCS can usually work with
your creditors to reduce your minimum
monthly payments and, in some case:.,
reduce or eliminate interest charges,
late fees and over-the-limit fees.

••••• •••
•••••••

CCCS is with both the Belter Business
Bureau and the National Fedei'Btion for
Consumer Credit Counseling and is
aurcdited through the Council of
Children & Family Service!! on Financial Managemeni/Crcdit Counseling.

AND MINI - CARNIVAL

Friday. February 21

utJ~~

From
10 p.m. until 2 a.m.

Murray State
University
Racer Arena

Pet Sitting

We now have telephone counseling and
evening hours.

House Sitting

WE WILL TEND
Ados, Fdin~. R$h, F~arhcn:d hiends,
as wt1l as any ocher Furry or
non-furry critters m rhor own
home environment.

Shawn Maxwell

SERVICE

1406 N. 12th Street. Murray
Phone: 753-4200
Fax: 753-4204

753-6147

Sweetheart Special #I
Fr i. & Sat., Feb. 14th & 15th enjoy two
eight ounce Riheye entrees which include
choice of side item, homeade soup or salad,
and fresh sourdough bread.

$2995
•Corner of Coldwater Rd.&: Hwy 12 1 •
753-8189

Hours
Mon - Frl
8-5

10°/o

cajun Specials • Salads · Soups · BBQ

9

$

IP.edal Pri(e LUft(h Menu
OPEN 7 days a week - 11 a.m.

= sun., 11 a.m.-a p.m. =
1oo/o discount on Sun

• Lunch •

and
Faculty
w/ID.

4 - 12 p.m.

1~-

Sat.

~i~e. 'Di~i~g a~d EMtutai~IW'.t OK tR.e. Cou.tt SquaA.e.

Heatine & AC
Brakes

Driveability & Electrical Diagnostics
'

Fri. & Sa t., Feb. 14th & 15th enjoy two
eight ounce Riheye entrees which include
choice of side item, homeade soup or salad,
and fresh sourdough bread PLUS a bottle
of aJallatorl'i./fstti ~unut/llet

Coming Soon:
2 - 4 p.m. M - F
The Bullpen
• Dinner •
Comedy Club.,.._~ 4- 10
p.m. M- TH

Students

Shocks & Struts

unique Mexican Food · Deli sandwiches

HOURS

MSU

CV Axles

Sweetheart Special #2

$~~

Discount
for

" Home of the Special Bean Roll"

THE BULLPEN
Steo.k2.S o.~a-spin.its

• 759-8866

